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1. Introduction

This dissertation deals with rather foundational work in equivariant motivic
homotopy theory. Motivic homotopy theory, slightly more revealing also known
as A1-homotopy theory of schemes, emerged over the last decades from a long
development of topological methods in algebraic geometry and generalizations
of homotopy theory within the field of algebraic topology. Numerous famous
conjectures on qualitative invariants of varieties have been a driving force in the
development of motivic homotopy theory. In the 1990s one of these conjectures
- the Bloch-Kato conjecture, finally proven by Rost and Voevodsky - was the
motivation for Voevodsky to investigate A1-homotopy theory of schemes and led
to the groundwork [MV99] in joint work with Morel.

A prerequisite for the basic setup of A1-homotopy theory was the abstraction
of homotopy theoretic methods from point-set topology to a categorical frame-
work in the 1960s, prominently represented by Quillen’s model categories. On
the algebraic geometry side a generalizing process had already started at that
time and was accelerated by the Weil conjectures [Wei49]. It has changed the
objects of study from vanishing subsets of some kn to so-called schemes, allow-
ing more flexibility and increasing the topological information. However, these
schemes still do not provide sufficient flexibility to apply Quillen’s model category
techniques. But the patching methods used to construct schemes were rescaled
and developed further to establish the areas of sheaf and topos theory. By 1980
it became clear that these rescaled methods offer convenient embeddings of va-
rieties (or general small categories) into categories of spaces, which are flexible
enough to carry the homotopical structure of a model category. It is crucial for
the corresponding homotopy theory to control the embedding and to let it reflect
a well chosen amount of geometry of the original category. In the beginning of
the first part of this dissertation, the focus will be on this issue for the equivariant
context. In the Morel-Voevodsky setup in loc. cit. the choice of a Grothendieck
topology at this point is influenced by the precursory investigation of descent
properties of algebraic K-theory by Brown-Gersten, Nisnevich, Thomason and
others. To satisfy descent with respect to a topology is a major obstruction for
the representability of a cohomological theory in the homotopy category of spaces
and the adjective ’motivic’ for the homotopy theory is exactly meant to express
a good representational behavior for cohomology theories in the homotopy cat-
egory. It refers to Grothendieck’s impression [Gro85] that despite the diversity
of cohomological theories occurring in algebraic geometry they should all express
more or less the same information and the reason would be that they have a
common motive, they ’factorize’ over the ’motive of a variety’. The more precise
relation of motivic homotopy theory to motives will not be a topic of this thesis,
though we investigate some descent property in the first part and a particular
cohomology theory in the second part.
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The approach to distinguish between unstable and stable phenomena is also
adopted from topological homotopy theory and the hope to gain structural in-
formation by attacking the pretendedly easier stable problems isolated from the
others. Already in topology the search for an adequate method to isolate stable
phenomena has been a long way and created a lot of important mathematics and
insights. Stabilization techniques like sequential (symmetric) spectra, S-modules
or enriched functors transfer to motivic homotopy theory [Jar00, Hu03, DRØ03b]
and clear the way for many sophisticated approaches, including some of the most
important spectral sequences. Nevertheless, the transition of results and tech-
niques from topology to algebraic geometry does not proceed as a blind mirroring,
but comes almost everywhere at the cost of varying restrictions, for instance re-
stricting results to smooth schemes or to certain characteristics of a base field.
This is partially due to the status quo of the foundations of a relatively young
discipline and partially in the nature of things.

This dissertation project was essentially triggered by Kriz’ talk on a motivic
homotopy theory conference in Münster in the summer of 2009. In the conclusion
of his talk Kriz asked for an account to equivariant motivic homotopy theory,
which the author could have anticipated as an early announcement of the work
of Hu, Kriz and Ormsby [HKO] - later published as [HKO11b]. At that time the
literature on this aspect only included a few pieces by Voevodsky (cf. [Voe01]),
which were not aimed at a thorough study of equivariant homotopy theory, but at
the study of non-equivariant foundations, in particular at Steenrod operations for
motivic cohomology. But the study of transformation groups inevitably belongs
to a detailed analysis of any geometric theory, as it is recognized ever since Klein’s
1872 Erlangen program. So there are definitely good reasons to demand a solid
framework for equivariant motivic homotopy theory with reasonable properties
and it still has to turn out which frameworks do provide which kind properties.
This work is meant to be a part of that process.

At the moment there are basically two approaches to equivariant motivic ho-
motopy theory. One that uses the classifying topos of group object in Morel and
Voevodsky’s category of motivic spaces [Ser01, CJ11a] and another one which
constructs a category of equivariant motivic spaces more from a more basic level,
starting with a group scheme G and a choice of a topology on a category of
schemes with a G-action [HKO11b, Voe01]. The present work takes up the latter
approach with the suggestion of a new Grothendieck topology. This topology is
a slight variation of the topology in [HKO11b] and the resulting homotopy theo-
ries are therefore strongly related, but also have surprisingly essential differences.
The topology suggested here allows a characterization of equivariant weak equiv-
alences via their fixed-points while the HKO-topology does not. Conversely, the
HKO-topology allows descent for equivariant algebraic K-theory [KØ10] as op-
posed to our topology. This combination is rather unfortunate since it obstructs
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Asok’s program [Aso, 2.4.8], involving equivariant motivic homotopy theory, to

decide about the role of the Russell cubic R = {x + x2y + z3 + t2 = 0} as a
counterexample to the cancellation problem in affine algebraic geometry. The
cancellation problem asks for the correctness of the implication

X × A1 ∼= An ⇒ X ∼= An−1

for affine varieties X. The Russell cubic is a famous candidate for being a coun-
terexample to the above implication. It is known that R is non-isomorphic to A3

[ML96] and an open question whether the cylinder R × A1 is A4, which would

necessarily imply A1-contractibility of R. At the moment it is even unknown
whether R is A1-contractible, but as the cubic arose in context of the so-called
linearization problem, it has a well studied Gm action, given by

(λ, (x, y, z, t)) 7→ (λ6x, λ−6y, λ2z, λ3t),

and there is a some hope to reduce the A1-contractibility question to the fixed-
points of R under the restriction to some µl action. The Russell cubic has a non-
trivial equivariant K0 [Bel01]. As Asok points out, an equivariant motivic homo-
topy theory with ’fixed-point wise weak equivalences’ and allowing representabil-
ity of equivariant algebraic K-theory, would force Rµp to be non-A1-contractible
for all primes p. Despite the K-theory descent statement in Proposition 3.5.4 one
can still hope to find similar non-triviality for some representable cohomological
theory in our setup.

In the middle part of this thesis, the corresponding stable equivariant motivic
homotopy theory is developed to some extent, allowing a later application. Ac-
cording to topological stable equivariant homotopy theory, we distinguish between
naive and genuine equivariant motivic spectra, inverting the integer indexed mo-
tivic spheres Sp,q and all representation spheres SV respectively. It should be
mentioned that a restricting assumption on the transformation group is needed
to guarantee the invertability of all representations for our approach. The chosen
stabilization technique is that of [Jar00, Hov01], following [HKO11b] by smashing
with the regular representation sphere. This way, we have to care about the linear
reductivity of the transformation group. As suggested in [CJ11a], this restriction
can probably be removed by applying the stabilization technique of [DRØ03b] to
our setting.

While the unstable motivic fixed-point functors show a bit more flexibility
than their topological counterparts, being left and right adjoint, the genuine
stable fixed-point functors share the same problems: for any subgroup H of G
there exist two reasonable versions of them, one adjoint to a trivial H-action and
one being a direct prolongation of the space level functor. We show that both
families of fixed-point functors are able to detect equivariant stable equivalences.

The last part of this thesis is concerned with an application of the findings
of the previous sections. We study a motivic Borel cohomology Adams spectral
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sequence, analogous to topological spectral sequences constructed in [Gre88b,
MRS01] but following Greenlees’ account. In particular, we follow Greenlees’ idea
to fundamentally rely on co-Borel cohomology during the construction, which is
how the freeness assumption finds its way into Theorem 6.1.3 below: Borel and
co-Borel cohomology coincide on spaces with a free action. In general, Adams
spectral sequences for a cohomology theory E are applied to recover homotopical
information from E-cohomological one and can be seen as a machinery working
sort of inverse to the Hurewicz map

[X,Y ]
E∗,∗−−−→ HomE∗∗E (E∗,∗Y,E∗,∗X) , f 7→ E∗,∗f.

Clearly, the potential of recovering homotopical information depends on the vi-
sual acuity [Gre88a] of E, as, for example, the terminal spectrum is not able to
give any homotopical information. From this point of view, and also in consid-
eration of the genuine stable homotopy theory developed in the middle part, one
is tempted to use a more flexible Bredon cohomology theory instead of motivic
Borel cohomology F (EG+, HZ/pfixed), which is essentially the push forward of
the non-equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum. On the other hand, computa-
tions in motivic homotopy theory are still quite rare and one should be content
to be able to build on Voevodsky’s computations of the motivic cohomology
H∗,∗(BgmZ/p) of the geometric classifying spaces and the motivic Steenrod al-

gebra HZ/p∗∗HZ/p, which go into the construction of the spectral sequence this
way.

We are finally able to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1.3. Let X,Y ∈ SH(k,Z/l), where k is a field of characteristic zero
containing a primitive l-th root of unity. Furthermore, let Y be

• Z/l-free
• bounded below, and such that
• Hp,q(Y,Z/l) is finite for all p, q.

Then there exists a spectral sequence with

E
s,(t+s,u)
2 = Ext

s,(t+s,u)
b∗∗b (b∗,∗Y, b∗,∗X)⇒ [X,Y ]G.

Moreover, it is shown that the spectral sequence is conditionally convergent to
[X,Y/holims Ys]

G by Boardman’s trick [Boa99], which collapses the obstruction
group.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Group Actions. As we want to establish an equivariant homotopy theory
of schemes it would be natural to consider actions of arbitrary group objects
in schemes. However, there is no convenient homotopy theory for actions of
arbitrary group schemes yet and also for the theory developed in the following
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we find reasons to restrict ourselves to finite abstract groups. We will consider
group actions in various contexts, e.g. in categories of schemes and presheaves.
Thus we should take care of meanings and relations of these actions, which we
do here.

Definition 2.1.1. Let C be a category with terminal object ∗. A group object
in a category C consists of an object G ∈ C together with morphisms

m : G×G→ G, i : G→ G, e : ∗ → G,

such that the diagrams

(2.1) G×G×G
m×id //

id×m
��

G×G

m

��
G×G m

// X ×G,

(2.2) G

id
))SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS

∼= // ∗ ×G
e×id // G×G

m

��

G× ∗
id×eoo G

∼=oo

id

uujjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

G , and

(2.3) G

��

∆ // G×G
i×id // G×G

m

��

G×G
id×ioo G

∆oo

��
∗ e // G ∗eoo

commute.

Example 2.1.2. An abstract group is just the same as a group object in the
category of sets. A standard trick - the so-called Eckman-Hilton argument -
allows to compute that a group object in the category of groups is exactly an
abelian group. A Hopf algebra is a group object in the opposite category of some
category of algebras. A more involved example is that a group object in smooth
manifolds is already a Lie group. We will mostly consider group schemes, i.e.
group objects in schemes. A group object in (pre-) sheaves is the same as a
(pre-) sheaf of groups.

Let G be a group object in a category C. An action of G on some object X in
the same category C is given by a morphism α : G×X → X in C, such that the
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diagrams

(2.4) G×G×X
m×id //

id×α
��

G×X

α

��
G×X α

// X , and

(2.5) X

id
))TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

∼= // ∗ ×X
e×id // G×X

α

��
X

commute.
As mentioned we want to study actions of ordinary abstract groups in cat-

egories different from sets which does not exactly match the above definition.
Hence we introduce Vistoli’s notation of a category which ’has discrete group
objects’ (cf. [Vis04, Def. 2.20.]).

Let C be a category with terminal object ∗ and suppose that all small coprod-
ucts of ∗ exist. We define a discrete object functor

δ : Set→ C, I 7→
∐
I

∗

which sends a map ϕ : I → J to the morphism δ(I) → δ(J) induced by the
morphism ∗i → ∗ϕ(i) →

∐
J ∗.

Definition 2.1.3. A category C has discrete group objects if all finite products
exist and for all objects X ∈ C and all sets I

(1) the coproduct I ×X :=
∐
I X exists, and

(2) the canonical morphism

I ×X → δ(I)×X

is an isomorphism in C.

Lemma 2.1.4. Let C be a category with discrete group objects.

(1) The functor δ : Set → C is left adjoint to HomC(∗,−), preserves finite
products and hence induces a functor Grps→ Grps(C).

(2) Let G be an abstract group. An action of the group object δG on an object
X in C is equivalent to a group homomorphism G→ AutC(X).

Proof.
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(1) The adjunction does not need much of the assumptions on C. There is a
natural isomorphism

HomC (δI,X) = HomC

(∐
I

∗, X

)
∼=
∏
I

HomC (∗, X)

= HomSet (I,HomC (∗, X)) .

That δ preserves finite products is [Vis04, Proposition 2.21] and such
a functor clearly takes group objects to group objects.

(2) This is [Vis04, Proposition 2.22].

�

Lemma 2.1.5. The categories Schk of schemes over a base field k and sPre of
simplicial presheaves on some category have discrete group objects.

Proof. For sPre this is an implication of the completeness and cartesian closedness
of presheaf categories. For the category Schk the terminal object is given by
Spec(k) and finite products exist by [Har97, Theorem II.3.3]. It remains to show
that for any k-scheme U the canonical morphism is an isomorphism

ν :
∐
I

U
∼=−→

(∐
I

Spec(k)

)
× U.

By the Yoneda lemma it is equivalent to show that the induced morphism of
Zariski sheaves on the big Zariski site Schk is an isomorphism. Following Example
2.2.8 we take a regular local ring R and observe that any morphism

Spec(R)→

(∐
I

Spec(k)

)
× U

is given by a morphism Spec(R)→ U and a choice of an element i ∈ I. This data
defines a morphism Spec(R)→

∐
I U , which lifts the given morphism. Moreover,

two morphisms f, g : Spec(R) →
∐
I U which coincide after composition with ν

do still coincide after composition with the two projection maps. But this means
that f and g give the same morphism Spec(R) → U , mapping into the same
component of the coproduct, so that f is equal to g. �

Remark 2.1.6. In the following we will not consider the whole category of
schemes over a fixed base field, but only the full subcategory Sm/k of smooth
finite type separated k-schemes. Because of the finiteness condition - which is
important for some noetherian induction arguments to make the topologies well
behaved - this category does not have all the required coproducts, but it follows
that it still has finite discrete group objects.
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After the above discussion it seems to be natural to identify

Z/n = δ(Z/n) =
∐
Z/n

Spec(k) in Sm/k

and also to identify

Z/n = δ(Z/n) =
∐
Z/n

∆0 in sPre .

The Yoneda Lemma implies that for a scheme X ∈ Sm/k the automorphism
group AutSm/k(X) is isomorphic to the automorphism group AutsPre(X) of the
represented simplicial presheaf and thus by Lemma 2.1.4 both identifications lead
to the same set of group actions in that case.

Another idea to regard Z/n as a group scheme in a natural way might be
to consider the kernel µn of the n-th power endomorphism of the multiplicative
group, i.e.

1→ µn → Gm
·n−→ Gm → 1.

The equivalence of this approach depends on the base scheme:
Lemma 2.1.7.

(1) Let k be a field with 1
n ∈ k and containing a primitive n-th root of unity.

Then there are isomorphisms

Z/n ∼= (µn)∗

of groups objects in Sm/k, where (µn)∗ denotes the Cartier dual of the
group scheme µn = Spec(k[T ]/(Tn − 1)).

(2) Let char(k) > 0 divide n, then Z/n and µn are non-isomorphic.
Proof.

(1) Let ξ be a primitive n-th root of unity in k. The k-algebra homomorphism

f : k[T ]/(Tn − 1)→ k defined by T 7→ ξ

gives rise to a k-basis (1, f, . . . , fn−1) of Homk(k[T ]/(Tn − 1), k) as k-
vector space. One can check that

kZ/n → Homk(k[T ]/(Tn − 1), k),

(a1, . . . , an) 7→ a1 + a2f + . . .+ anf
n−1

is not only an isomorphism of k-algebras, but also of the respective Hopf
algebra structures which define the group scheme.

(2) Even in this case Z/n is still reduced while µn is not.

�
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We already noted that an action of the group scheme Z/n is equivalent to
an action of the constant simplicial presheaf with value the underlying set of
Z/n, but it is not true that this constant simplicial presheaf coincides with the

simplicial presheaf Ẑ/n represented by group scheme Z/n.

Lemma 2.1.8. The étale simplicial sheaf Ẑ/n takes the values Ẑ/n(U) = Z/nπ0(U)

for U ∈ Sm/k.

Proof. The étale topology is subcanonical [Mil80, p.51] so Ẑ/n is an étale sheaf

and we have Ẑ/n(U) = HomSm/k(U,Z/n) ∼= HomSet(π0(U),Z/n). �

Lemma 2.1.9. The sheafification aZar(Z/n) is isomorphic to the sheaf Ẑ/n.

Proof. Knowing about Zariski sheafification of constant presheaves this is a corol-
lary of the lemma above. �

Now we introduce two concepts of stabilizers. Their difference will be respon-
sible for many distinctions in the following.

Definition 2.1.10. Let G be a group scheme acting on a scheme X and x :
κ(x)→ X be a point of X. The scheme theoretic stabilizer Gx is defined by the
pullback diagram

(2.6) Gx //

��

G×X

(αX ,prX)

��
κ(x)

∆◦x // X ×X.

In general an action αX : G×X → X of a group object G on some object X
is called free if the morphism

(αX ,prX) : G×X → X ×X

is a monomorphism. By the characterization of locally finite type monomor-
phisms [Gro67, Proposition 17.2.6] this implies that an action in Sm/k is free if

and only if all isotropy groups are trivial in the sense that Gx
∼=−→ Spec(κ(x)) is

an isomorphism for all x ∈ X.
The category GSm/k of G-objects in Sm/k inherits limits from Sm/k. The

scheme underlying the limit of a diagram D : I → GSm/k is the limit of the
underlying schemes and the group action on the limit is assembled as follows.
One may regard the collection of group actions attached to D as a natural trans-
formation G × |D| → |D| of functors I → Sm/k, where |D| is the diagram
of underlying schemes of D. This natural transformation induces a morphism
G× lim |D| ∼= limG× |D| → lim |D| which gives the group action on the limit.
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Lemma 2.1.11. Let X,Y be in GSm/k such that the action on one of them is
free. Then the product X × Y in GSm/k carries a free G-action.

Proof. Let X be equipped with a free G-action. To see that the product action
α induces a monomorphism

(α,pr23) : G×X × Y → X × Y ×X × Y

one observes that the composition

pr134 ◦ (α,pr23) : G×X × Y → X ×X × Y

equals the morphism (αX ,prX , idY ), which as a pairing of the monomorphisms
(αX ,prX) and idY is itself a monomorphism. Thus, the first morphism (α,pr23)
in the composition is also mono. �

There is a forgetful functor U : GSm/k → |G| − T op. As we only consider
finite constant group schemes G, we disregard the difference between G and its
underlying space |G| here. Applying U to the diagram (2.6) we obtain a morphism
i : Gx → Sx into the pullback

Gx

  A
A

A
A

Sx //

��

G× UX

��
∗ Ux// UX × UX.

where Sx is the set theoretic stabilizer of x.

Lemma 2.1.12. Let G be a finite constant group acting on a scheme X and let
x ∈ X. Then there is an inclusion of subgroups Gx ≤ Sx ≤ G.

Proof. We know that for an element x in the underlying set UX of the scheme
X we have

Sx = {g ∈ G | the morphism g : UX → UX satisfies gx = x}

and in the same way we can describe (the underlying set of) Gx as

Gx = {g ∈ Sx | the induced morphism g : OX,x → OX,x equals idOX,x
}.

�

Example 2.1.13. For the conjugation action of Z/2 on Spec(C) the two nota-
tions of a stabilizer differ. We have G∗ = 0 for the scheme theoretic stabilizer
and S∗ = Z/2 for the set theoretic stabilizer.
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Lemma 2.1.14. Let G be a finite constant group and let f : X → Y be an
étale morphism in GSm/k such that for all y ∈ Y there is an element x ∈ X

with f∗ : κ(y)
∼=−→ κ(x). If there is such an x with the additional property that

Sx = Sf(x) then f induces an isomorphism of the respective scheme theoretic
stabilizers.

Proof. Since f is equivariant, we have an inclusion of the underlying subgroups
Gx ≤ Gf(x) for all x ∈ X. Let y ∈ Y and let x ∈ X be as above. We want
to show that f induces an isomorphism of schemes from Gx to Gy. Let g be an
element in the underlying set of Gy. From the assumptions we know that g is
then also an element in the set theoretic stabilizer Sx. Consider the commutative
square

OY,y
gy=id //

fx

��

OY,y

fx

��
OX,x

gx // OX,x.

We need to see that the action gx induced by g on the local ring of X at x
is trivial, i.e. gx = id, to conclude that the underlying subgroups Gx and Gy
coincide. Since fx induces an isomorphism on residue fields, it follows from
Nakayama’s Lemma that fx is itself surjective (cf. [Lan02, Proposition X.4.5.]).
So, fx is an epimorphism and we cancel it in fx = gx ◦ fx to obtain gx = id
and hence Gx = Gy for the underlying subgroups of G. Finally, we may again
apply that f induces an isomorphism between κ(y) and κ(x) to obtain that f
also induces an isomorphism

Gx = |Gx| × κ(x)
∼=−→ |Gy| × κ(y) = Gy

of the scheme theoretic isotropy groups. �

Let k be a field of characteristic 0 and let GSm/k be the category of G-
equivariant separated smooth k-schemes with G-equivariant morphisms. Much
power in classical equivariant topology is obtained from adjunctions connecting
equivariant to non-equivariant questions, e.g. the two adjunctions with the func-
tor from spaces to G-spaces, which adds a trivial G-action. Due to the usual
problems with quotients in algebraic geometry it seems to be difficult to carry
both of the mentioned adjunctions to a motivic setup. In [Voe01] Voevodsky
chose to carry over the adjunction

(−)/G : GT op � T op : (−)trivial,

but we essentially follow [HKO11b] who build up their theory with an adjunction
analogous to the classical adjunction

(−)trivial : T op � GT op : (−)G.
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For any k-scheme X there is the trivial G-scheme

(2.7) tr(X) = (X,G×X πX−−→ X)

over k. Mapping X to tr(X) gives embeddings Schk ⊂ GSchk and Sm/k ⊂
GSm/k. If X ∈ GSchk, one defines the functor

hXG : Schop
k → Set, Y 7→ HomGSchk

(tr(Y ), X).

It is natural to ask for the representability of hXG and one is inclined to denote

a representing object by XG. The following theorem answers this question and
supports the notation.

Theorem 2.1.15. Let G be a finite constant group scheme over k and let X ∈
GSchk. Then there exists a G-invariant closed subscheme XG of X with a trivial
G-action, representing hXG .

Proof. Let {Ui}i∈I be the family of all closed G-invariant subschemes of X on
which G acts trivially and let Ji be the quasi-coherent ideal of OX corresponding

to Ui. Let J := ∩iJi be the intersection of OX modules and denote by XG

the closed subscheme of X corresponding to the ideal sheaf J . Then XG is
G-invariant and has a trivial G-action as it is shown in [Fog73, Theorem 2.3]. �

Remark 2.1.16. Theorem 2.1.15 has a notable history. It is stated in more
general terms as [DG70, Exp. VIII, Théorème 6.4]. Fogarty still tried to loose
the assumptions on G in [Fog73, Theorem 2.3], but his published proof contains
a gap which can not be closed, as shown in [Wri76]. However, in this special case
of a finite constant group scheme Fogarty’s proof also holds.

Definition 2.1.17. Let U, V be in GSm/k. A G-morphism f : U → V is called
strongly étale if the induced map ϕ/G on categorical quotients (cf. [MFK94,
Definition 0.5]) is étale and the diagram

(2.8) U
πU //

ϕ

��

U/G

ϕ/G

��
V πV

// V/G

is cartesian.

Lemma 2.1.18. Let ϕ : U → V be a strongly étale morphism in GSm/k. Then
the diagram

(2.9) UG
� � i //

��

U

ϕ

��
V G

� � // V
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is cartesian.

Proof. Applying the right adjoint (−)G to diagram (2.8) one obtains a pullback
diagram

UG //

��

U/G

ϕ/G

��
V G πV ◦i

// V/G

and hence the composition of (2.9) & (2.8) is a pullback, so in particular the
square (2.9) is. �

To set up an algebraic G-fixed points functor GSm/k → Sm/k in our context
the following theorem is of high importance.

Theorem 2.1.19 (Luna’s étale slice theorem). Let G be a reductive algebraic
group acting on an affine variety X. Let x ∈ X be such that X is smooth at x
and the orbit Gx is closed. Then there exists a locally closed smooth subvariety
V of X and an étale Gx-equivariant morphism ψ : V → TxV , such that

(1) V is affine and contains x,
(2) V is Gx-invariant,
(3) the image of the G-morphism φ : G×Gx

V → V induced by the G-action
on X is a saturated open subset U of X and

(4) the restriction φ : G×Gx
V → U is strongly étale,

(5) TxX
∼= TxV ⊕ Tx(Gx),

(6) the image of ψ is a saturated open subset W of TxV and
(7) the restriction ψ : V →W is strongly étale.

Proof. [Lun73, Théorème du slice étale, p.97] and [Dré00, Theorem 5.3 & 5.4]. �

Lemma 2.1.20. Let G be a finite constant group scheme and let X be a smooth
separated k-scheme with a G-action. Then the G-fixed points XG of X are a
closed smooth subscheme of X.

Proof. Let {Ui}i be an open affine cover of X. Since G is finite and X separable
the intersection

Vi :=
⋂
g∈G

gUi

is affine open and we may assume without loss of generality that X is affine.
To show that XG

k̄ is regular, let x ∈ XG
k̄ be a closed point. The orbit of x is

closed and we may apply Theorem 2.1.19 to obtain strongly étale morphisms

U
ϕ←− V ψ−→W
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where U, V,W are as in the theorem. Thus, by Lemma 2.1.18 the morphisms ϕG

and φG are étale and since the maps UG → XG and WG → (TxV )G are open

immersions we get that x is a regular point of XG if and only if ψ(x) is a regular

point of (TxV )G, which is regular as a linear subspace (cf. Remark 2.1.22) of
TxV . �

The above lemma establishes the adjunction

(2.10) (−)G : Sm/k � GSm/k : (−)G

which is of crucial importance for the following stable equivariant motivic ho-
motopy theory. We will also consider H-fixed points functors (−)H : GSm/k →
Sm/k, for proper subgroups H of G, defined as first restricting the G-action to
an H-action and then applying the above construction. For a G-space X, the
spaces XH have a canonical action of the Weyl group of H in G, but we do not
take care of this action for the moment.

Definition 2.1.21. A representation of G in GSm/k is an affine space An
equipped with a k-linear G-action, i.e. an action induced by a homomorphism
G→ GL(An). The regular representation of G in GSm/k is given by

A[G] = Spec(k[Xg|g ∈ G])

where the G-action is induced by the group homomorphism

G→ Autk(k[Xg|g ∈ G]), h 7→ (Xg 7→ Xhg).

Remark 2.1.22. A linear algebraic group is called linearly reductive if every
rational representation is completely reducible. It is the statement of Maschke’s
Theorem [Lan02, Theorem XVIII.1.2] that a finite group is linearly reductive
if the characteristic of k does not divide the group order. Linear reductiv-
ity is needed to control the stabilization (cf. Proposition 4.1.11) in our chosen
framework for stable equivariant motivic homotopy theory. For most of the later
statements we will have other reasons to restrict ourselves to a base field k of
characteristic zero. It should just be mentioned that the requirement of a linearly
reductive group would still allow any linear algebraic group G, such that the con-
nected component of the unit G0 is a torus and char(k) - [G : G0] by Nagata’s
Theorem [Koh11, Theorem 2.4].

Example 2.1.23. Let X in GSm/k be a scheme with a free G-action. Then

XG = ∅, since there is not closed G-invariant subscheme with a trivial G-action.
Actually, for any closed G-invariant subscheme U the diagram

G× U � � //

��

G×X
� _

��
U × U // X ×X
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commutes, and hence the left vertical morphism is mono and the induced action
on U is free. But a trivial action (2.7) on U is not free, if G has at least to
elements e 6= g, because the morphism (αU , prU ) equalizes the parallel pair

U
({e},id)//

({g},id)
// G× U

(αU ,prU )// U × U

even though the parallel morphisms do not coincide. This example implies that

the simplicial presheaf EGH is equal to ∅̃ for all e < H ≤ G, where EG is the
total space of the geometric universal bundle defined in Definition 5.1.7. For
more examples on fixed-points of schemes we refer to Example 3.2.7 and Lemma
4.3.4.

2.2. Grothendieck Topologies. Let C be a category. A sieve in C is a full
subcategory S, which is closed under taking domains, i.e. for any morphism
f : X → Y in C such that Y belongs to S, the domain X also belongs to S. A
sieve in C/X is called a sieve on X.

Definition 2.2.1. A Grothendieck topology on a category C is given by a col-
lection J(X) of sieves on X for every object X in C, such that the following
properties are satisfied:

(T1) For any morphism f : Y → X in C and any sieve S in J(Y ) the pullback
sieve

f∗S := {ϕ : Z → Y | f ◦ ϕ ∈ S}
is in J(X).

(T2) Given sieves S, T on X, such that S is in J(X) and for any f : Y → X ∈ S
the pullback f∗T is in J(Y ), then T is in J(X).

(T3) The sieve C/X is in J(X).

A sieve on an object X in C is called a covering sieve for the topology if it is in
J(X). A pair (C, T ) consisting of a Grothendieck topology T on a category C is
called a site.

A family U = {fi : Ui → X}i∈I of morphisms in C generates a sieve

(2.11) 〈U〉 := {f : Z → X in C | ∃i ∈ I, g ∈ HomC(Z,Ui) : f = fi ◦ g}
on X. A family U is called a covering family for a given topology T , if the sieve
〈U〉 generated by U is a covering sieve in T .

A bit more natural than the axioms of a Grothendieck topology when compared
to the axioms of a classical topological space are the axioms of a sort of basis for
a Grothendieck topology, a so-called pretopology.

Definition 2.2.2. A pretopology on a category C with pullbacks is given by a
collection Cov(X) of families of morphisms {Ui → X}i with codomain X, such
that the following properties are satisfied:
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(P1) For any morphism f : X → Y in C and any family {αi : Ui → Y }i in
Cov(Y ) the family {α′i : Ui ×Y X → X}i of pullbacks of the αi along f is
in Cov(X).

(P2) For any family {Ui → X}i∈I in Cov(X) and families {Uij → Ui}j∈Ji in
Cov(Ui) the composition {Uij → Ui → X}i∈I,j∈Ji is in Cov(X).

(P3) Isomorphisms are always coverings.

A pretopology with covering families Cov(X) on C generates a topology T on
C by defining that a sieve S on X is a covering sieve in T if and only if there is
family R in Cov(X), such that R ⊂ S.

Example 2.2.3. Of the many important sites in algebraic geometry we will now
introduce the three most important for our work on motivic homotopy below,
namely the Zariski-, étale, and Nisnevich topologies on Sm/k.

Let Z denote the pretopology in which all covering families are given by
jointly surjective families {αi : Ui → X}i of morphisms in Sm/k where all
the αi are open immersions. Jointly surjective means, that the induced mor-
phism

∐
i Ui → X is surjective. The topology generated by Z is called the

Zariski topology on Sm/k. Analogously, the topology generated be jointly sur-
jective étale morphisms is called the étale topology on Sm/k. Between these two
topologies, there is Nisnevich’s completely decomposable topology [Nis89] which
is the topology generated by the pretopology Nis. A jointly surjective family
{αi : Ui → X}i of morphisms in Sm/k is a covering of X in Nis if all the αi are
étale and for any x ∈ X there is an element u in some Ui, such that αi : Ui → X
induces an isomorphism κ(x)→ κ(u).

It may happen that different pretopologies generate the same topology. The
following proposition will be helpful to keep track of generating pretopologies for
a given topology.

Proposition 2.2.4. Let C be a category and X ∈ C. Let E be a pretopology on
C and let T be the topology on C generated by E. Let JE(X) be the collection
of sieves on X generated by the families in E and let JT (X) be the collection of
covering sieves in T . A sieve R on X is in JT (X) if and only if there is a sieve
R′ in JE(X), such that R′ ⊂ R.

Proof. This is [AGV72, Proposition II.1.4] �

A geometric morphism f : Shv(C, T1)→ Shv(D, T2) between two (Grothendieck)
topoi consists of an adjunction

f∗ : Shv(D, T2) � Shv(C, T1) : f∗

such that the inverse image functor f∗ preserves finite limits.

Definition 2.2.5. A point in topos E is a geometric morphism Set→ E .
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A point in a topological space X is the same a morphism from the one-point
space to X. The same is true for points of a topos, in the following sense. There is
a site associated to any topological space, which has the open subsets as objects,
the inclusions as morphisms, and jointly surjective families as coverings. The site
associated to the one-point space therefore has

objects: ∅ and {∗},
morphisms: id∅, i : ∅ → {∗} and id∗, and
coverings: Cov(∅) = {{id∅}} and Cov({∗}) = {{id∗}, {i, id∗}}.

We observe that the category of sheaves on the site associated to the one-point
space is equivalent to the category of sets. This interpretation of sets is supported
by the fact that for any Grothendieck topos Shv(C), there is a unique geometric
morphism

Shv(C)→ Set.

A family {Ui → X}i is called a covering family for a topology if the sieve
generated by it is a covering sieve in this topology. In particular, for a topology
generated by a given pretopology there may be more covering families than just
those defining the pretopology. For a topology on a category with pullbacks
the collections of all its covering families defines a pretopology. The following
proposition states that the conservativity of some set of points for a site can be
decided on this finest pretopology. More precisely:

Proposition 2.2.6. Let (ϕi)i∈I be a family of fiber functors on a site C. The
family (ρi)i∈I of associated points in sShv(C) is conservative if and only if for all
families (Xj → X)j∈J , such that for all i ∈ I the family (ϕi(Xj) → ϕi(X))j∈J
is surjective, the family (Xj → X)j∈J is a covering family of X in C.

Proof. This is a [AGV72, Prop. 6.5.a] �

Remark 2.2.7. Let C be a site. A functor F : C → Set is called a fiber functor
(or continuous flat functor) if the left Kan extension LanY F : Pre(C) → Set
commutes with finite limits and F takes covering families to jointly surjective
families of maps. The word ’associated’ in the statement above refers to the
equivalence of the category of points in Shv(C) and the category of fiber functors
on C [AGV72, (6.2.1.1)].

Our crucial application of Proposition 2.2.6 will appear as Lemma 3.3.3, but
the following two examples are useful consequences as well.

Example 2.2.8. In Example 2.2.3 we have defined the Zariski topology on Sm/k.
Let X in Sm/k and let x ∈ X be an element of the underlying topological space
|X| of X. For a presheaf F on Sm/k define

F (OX,x) := colim
U∈Nbh(X,x)

F (U),
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where Nbh(X,x) is the category with objects the scheme morphisms f : U → X
with x ∈ f(|u|) that appear in some covering of X and morphisms m : V → U
those scheme morphisms that appear in some refinement and such that x is still
in the image of f ◦m. A cofinality argument shows that for a Zariski sheaf F on
X we recover the stalk Fx = F (OX,x) of F at x. Thus, we know that the family

{px : Shv(XZar)→ Set | px(F ) = F (OX,x)}{x∈X}
is a conservative family of points for the site (Sm/k)Zar/X ' (Sm/X)Zar. With
Proposition 2.2.6 we find that the family {px}{x∈X∈Sm/k}, now indexed over (a

small skeleton of) Sm/k, is a conservative set of points for the big Zariski site,
since the proposition reduces this issue to the pullback sites (Sm/X)Zar.

Example 2.2.9. A closer examination would show that all arguments in the
example above rely on general abstract nonsense, even the fact that mapping
to Zariski stalks gives points. Hence, the procedure may be generalized to any
site by adjusting the definition of Nbh(X,x) according to the respective covering
families (cf. [AGV72, IV.6.8]). We define

F (OhX,x) := colim
U∈Nis(X,x)

F (U),

where Nis(X,x) is the category of Nisnevich neighborhoods of (X,x), defined
the same way as Nbh(X,x) in Example 2.2.8 but using the Nisnevich topology.

The superscript h in OhX,x refers to the henselization of the Zariski local ring
OX,x [Gro67, 18.6].

We already have introduced geometric morphisms Shv(D) → Shv(C) of topoi
and we close this subsection with a few statements about how a functor C → D
between Grothendieck sites may induce a geometric morphism. As is turns out
in the next subsection, any geometric morphism is a Quillen adjunction and so
this concepts will find some applications in Section 3, e.g. in Lemma 3.1.4 or in
the characterization of equivariant weak equivalences in Section 3.3.

Definition 2.2.10. A functor F : C → D between two Grothendieck sites is a
morphism of sites if

(1) for any sheaf G : Dop → Set the composition

Cop F op

−−→ Dop G−→ Set

is a sheaf on C and
(2) the functor F ∗ : Shv(C) → Shv(D) left adjoint to precomposition with

F op commutes with finite limits.

We will apply the following criterion to show that a given functor is a morphism
of sites:
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Proposition 2.2.11. Let F : C → D be a functor between two Grothendieck sites,
where the topology on C is given by a pretopology. Suppose that F commutes with
finite limits, that C is subcanonical, and that F maps covering families defining the
pretopology on C to covering families for the topology on D. Then F is morphism
of sites.

Proof. This is [AGV72, III.Proposition 1.6. & (IV.4.9.2)] . �

Example 2.2.12. Let K : k be a finite separable field extension. The small Nis-
nevich site Spec(K)Nis has all the étale finite type morphisms X → Spec(K) as
its objects. By [MM92, VII.Theorem 5] composition with Spec(K)→ Spec(k) de-
fines a geometric morphism Shv(Spec(K)Nis)→ Shv(Sm/kNis). It is well known,
that the objects of Spec(K)Nis (by definition the same as those of Spec(K)et) are
finite disjoint unions of spectra of the form Spec(L), where L : K is a finite seper-
able extension. A morphism

∐
i Spec(Li) → Spec(K) is a cover in Spec(K)Nis

if and only if one of the Li is equal to K. Thus, the evaluation of a presheaf
P ∈ Pre(Spec(K)Nis) is isomorphic to the evaluation of the associated sheaf
and it follows that evaluation at K is point in Shv(Sm/kNis), associated to the
geometric morphism

Set
evK−−→ Pre(Spec(K)Nis)

i−→ Shv(Spec(K)Nis)
ιK:k−−−→ Shv(Sm/kNis).

2.3. Local Homotopy Theory. All of the abstract homotopy theory in this
thesis is based on so-called local homotopy theory of simplicial presheaves on
site, which is a powerful fusion of topos theory and the combinatorial (model for)
homotopy theory given by the homotopy theory of simplicial sets. To be not too
excessive we are not going to develop this theory to a large extent, but instead
we point to Jardine’s original work [Jar87] and to his excellent textbook [Jar10]
as our main references for this section and recollect just a few essentials with an
emphasis on later applications.

Definition 2.3.1. Let C be a site with enough points. A morphism f : X → Y
in sPre(C) is called a local weak equivalence if for all points p : Set→ Shv(C) the
morphism of stalks p∗(f) : p∗(X) → p∗(Y ) is a weak equivalence of simplicial
sets.

Remark 2.3.2. The notion of point (cf. Definition 2.2.5) depends on the topol-
ogy on C and gives a morphism p∗ : Shv(C) → Set. What we mean by p∗ :
sPre(C) → sSet in the above is the left Kan extension of the fiber functor
p∗|Y : C → Set to a functor Pre(C) → Set which then induces the functor
p∗ : sPre(C) → sSet on Fun(∆op,−). This explanation of local weak equiva-
lences does not only require a conservative set of points, but also a subcanonical
topology. None of this is really necessary (cf. [Jar96]), but the situation below
will always be at least as good as that.
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The following example provides a discussion of the Čech nerve of a covering
and how it gives a local weak equivalence.

Example 2.3.3. Any equivalence relation ∼ on a set S defines a groupoid C(∼)
with objects the elements of S and a single morphism s → t if s ∼ t. Further,
any map f : S → T of sets defines an equivalence relation ∼f of ’having the same
image under f ’ on S. We denote the associated groupoid by C(f). It is well
known that the nerve BC(f) of a groupoid C(f) is a Kan simplicial set and one
computes that

π0(BC(f)) = S/ ∼f
∼= f(S), and

πi(BC(f), s) = 0, for all i ≥ 1, s ∈ S,

since - concerning π1 - there is always only exactly one morphism between to ob-
jects in the same path component of BC(f) and since the nerve is 2-coskeletal and
has no higher homotopy groups. So that considering f(S) as a constant simplicial
set we have a weak equivalence BC(f) → f(S). This construction generalizes
to an objectwise construction for morphisms f : X → Y of presheaves and gives
a simplicial presheaf BC(f) with BC(f)(U) = BC(fU ) and an objectwise weak
equivalence BC(f)→ im(f).

If we now consider a site C with enough points and f is a local epimorphism
(i.e. an epimorphism at all stalks), then the inclusion im(f) ↪→ Y is a stalkwise
isomorphism and hence a local weak equivalence. Thus, for a local epimorphism f
we have a local weak equivalence BC(f)→ Y . By Proposition 2.2.6 any covering
family U = {Ui → Y }i gives a local epimorphism

∐
i Ui → Y of the represented

presheaves and so by the above a local weak equivalence

Č(U) := BC(
∐
i

Ui → Y )
∼−→ Y

from the so-called Čech nerve Č(U) of the covering U to Y .

The following lemma is an easy consequence of the example above.

Lemma 2.3.4. Let U = {Ui → X} be a covering in the site C, let Y :=
∐
i Ui

and let Z denote the coequalizer of the diagram

Y ×X Y ⇒ Y

in the category of presheaves on C and consider Z as a discrete simplicial presheaf.
There is an objectwise weak equivalence Č(U)→ Z.

Proof. This is not more than a rephrasement of the observation that Z is the
presheaf π0(Č(U)) and the Example 2.3.3. �
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After this short recollection of first results on local weak equivalences, we come
to review another feature given in the main theorem - Theorem 2.3.5 - of this
subsection. The model structure in Theorem 2.3.5 has the property of being
simplicial, which means that given simplicial presheaves X,Y in sPre(C), there
is a simplicial set of morphisms sSet(X,Y ), natural in X and Y and compatible
with the model structure in a sense specified below. In simplicial degree n this
hom-object is given by

sSet(X,Y )n = HomsPre(C)(X ×∆n, Y ),

where the simplicial set ∆n is considered as a constant simplicial presheaf. The
homotopical compatibility is codified into the so-called axiom (SM7), which says
that:

For a cofibration j : A → B in sPre(C) and a fibration q : X → Y in sPre(C)
the induced morphism

(SM7) sSet(B,X)→ sSet(A,X)×sSet(A,Y ) sSet(B, Y )

of simplicial sets is a Kan fibration which is acyclic if j or q are. A model
structure on sPre(C) is called simplicial if it satisfies the axiom (SM7). That the
model structures we consider below are simplicial with respect to this enrichment
has a deep influence on the corresponding homotopy theory, for example on the
bigrading of the long exact sequences of weighted stable equivariant homotopy
groups of a cofiber sequence (4.4). Although one might expect some equivariant
artifacts to show up in the case C = GSm/k, this standard enrichment leads to
a very convenient theory in many aspects.

The following theorem is [Jar10, Theorem 5.8] and defines the local injective
model structure.

Theorem 2.3.5. Let C be a small site. There is a cofibrantly generated, proper,
and simplicial model structure on sPre(C) (resp. sShv(C)) with local weak equiv-
alences as weak equivalences and monomorphisms as cofibrations.

As local weak equivalences in sPre(C) and sShv(C) are determined by the
topology on C it is no surprise that a geometric morphism Shv(D) → Shv(C) is
a Quillen adjunction. Actually, the left adjoint sShv(C) → sShv(D) preserves
cofibrations and local weak equivalences [Jar10, Lemma 5.20]. If the geometric
morphism is induced by a morphism of sites, there is a variant of this statement
which we record as a lemma for better citing.

Lemma 2.3.6. Let F : C → D be a morphism of sites. Then

F ∗ : sPre(C) � sPre(D) : F∗

is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the local injective model structures.
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Proof. This follows from the paragraph above: since F ∗ still preserves monomor-
phisms and since sheafification preserves the stalks it follows that F ∗ does also
preserve local weak equivalence of simplicial presheaves. �

3. Unstable Equivariant Motivic Homotopy Theory

In the first subsection we recall the setup of unstable equivariant motivic homo-
topy theory of Hu, Kriz, and Ormsby [HKO11b]. We show by a counterexample,
that it does not have the property of recognizing weak equivalences fixed-point-
wise. In the second subsection we introduce a topology which has this property.
We investigate how these two topologies relate. In the third subsection the recog-
nition property for the H-Nisnevich topology is proven. The fourth subsection
gives a few constructions of functors and shows their compatibility with the re-
spective homotopy theories. In the last subsection we recall the result of Krishna
and Østvær that equivariant algebraic K-theory is representable in a motivic
setup based on the equivariant Nisnevich topology and we show that it is not
representable in the H-Nisnevich topology.

3.1. The Equivariant Nisnevich Topology. A lesson to be learned from non-
equivariant motivic homotopy theory is that one should start with a reasonable
topology on the site of geometric objects. The meaning of reasonable was a
delicate question in ordinary motivic homotopy theory and it turns out that even
with the experience of knowing the Nisnevich topology and all the advantages it
enjoys it is still a difficult problem to find a convenient equivariant analogue.

Definition 3.1.1. A morphism f : Y → X in GSm/k is called equivariant
Nisnevich cover (in the sense of [HKO]) if it is étale and for all x ∈ X there is a
y ∈ Y with f(y) = x, such that f induces an isomorphism k(x)→ k(y) of residue
fields and an isomorphism Sy → Sx of set theoretic stabilizers.

We will later see that this topology has several good properties, e.g. being
subcanonical and induced by complete, regular, and bounded cd-structure. For
the beginning we just define this local homotopy theory associated to this site.

Proposition 3.1.2. There is a local injective model structure on sPre(GSm/k)
(resp. sShv(GSm/k)) with respect to the equivariant Nisnevich topology defined
above. This model structure is simplicial proper and cofibrantly generated and
therefore allows Bousfield localization.

Proof. This is an instance of Jardine’s more general Theorem 2.3.5. �

Remark 3.1.3. As already mentioned in the introduction of this section there
are many alternative topologies on GSm/k. For example, one could consider
a topology which is blind for the group action, that means where a family is
covering if and only if the underlying family of schemes is a Nisnevich covering.
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Other alternatives are the isovariant topology which is discussed in Serpé’s paper
[Ser10] or Voevodsky’s suggestion discussed in [Voe01, Section 3.1]. We will only
investigate one other alternative, a fixed-point-wise defined topology of the next
subsection, in this work.

Lemma 3.1.4. There is a Quillen adjunction

tr : sPre(Sm/k) � sPre(GSm/k) : (−)G

with the respective local model structures.

Proof. The functor tr : Sm/k → GSm/k commutes with limits by the discussion
before Lemma 2.1.11 and thus by Proposition 2.2.11 is a morphism of sites. Then
Lemma 2.3.6 implies that the Kan-extension gives a Quillen adjunction. �

I owe a debt of gratitude to Ben Williams for the following example. It shows
that local weak equivalences with respect to the equivariant Nisnevich topology
can not be detected by the family {(−)H}H≤G of fixed-point functors.

Example 3.1.5. The following happens in Z/2-Sm/C: Let Y in GSm/k be given
by the disjoint union Gm

∐
Gm be equipped with the Z/2 action permuting the

summands. Let X = Gm = Spec(k[T, T−1]) carry the Z/2 action induced by
T 7→ −T . We define a G-equivariant morphism

p := id
∐

σ : Y → X,

where σ is the non-trivial automorphism acting on X. Note that the fixed-point
morphisms

pe = Gm
∐

Gm
id

∐
id−−−−→ Gm and

pG = id∅

are Nisnevich covers in the usual non-equivariant sense. Now, consider the co-
equalizer diagram

Y ×X Y // // Y //

p

  @@@@@@@@ W

h

���
�
�

X

The map h is not a local weak equivalence in the equivariant Nisnevich topology
and p is not a cover in that topology. The reason is that the generic point of
X = Gm inherits an action and does not lift to Y : There is a map

(t 7→ −t) � Spec(C(t))→ X = Gm,

but the value of the point (cf. Example 2.2.12) at Y and W is ∅ since

∅ = HomG(C(t), Y ) � HomG(C(t),W ).
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Hence, h is not a local weak equivalence for the equivariant Nisnevich topology
and by Lemma 2.3.4 the morphism p can not be a covering for this topology.
This example has to be seen in contrast to the equivariant topology defined in
Section 3.2.

The next and last step towards an unstable equivariant motivic homotopy
theory is a left Bousfield localization with respect to the projection morphisms

{X × A1 → X | X ∈ GSm/k}
where A1 is considered in GSm/k with the trivial G-action. We call the resulting

model structure the A1-local model structure on sPre(GSm/k) based on the
equivariant Nisnevich topology, even though this precision is rarely necessary.

While the localization explicitly just contracts the trivial 1-dimensional repre-
sentation all other representations are A1-locally contractible as well.

Lemma 3.1.6. Let V be a representation of G in Sm/k and X ∈ GSm/k. Then

the projection morphism X × V → X represents an A1-local weak equivalence in
sPre(GSm/k). More generally, any equivariant vector bundle is an A1-local weak
equivalence in sPre(GSm/k).

Proof. In fact, any equivariant geometric vector bundle E → X in GSm/k is a

strict A1-homotopy equivalence and thus an A1-local weak equivalence by [MV99,
Lemma 2.3.6]. �

Next, we state a specialization of a result from [KØ10] telling that the equi-
variant Nisnevich topology is generated by a cd-structure in the sense of [Voe00].
These results have useful applications in descent questions.

A cd-structure on site C is a collection of squares which is closed under isomor-
phism. We keep the language of stacks from [KØ10] for the following definition
as we are just focused on recollecting the forthcoming proposition.

Definition 3.1.7. An equivariant Nisnevich square (eN-square) is a cartesian
square

A //

��

X

p

��
B

i // Y

in GSm/k, such that i induces an open immersion of quotient stacks [B/G] →
[Y/G] with complement Z and for the reduced closed substack Z of [Y/G] the
map étale p induces an isomorphism Z ×[Y/G] [X/G]→ Z.

Proposition 3.1.8. The equivariant Nisnevich topology is generated by the com-
plete, regular, and bounded cd-structure defined by the eN-squares.

Proof. This is a corollary of [KØ10, Theorem 8.4]. �
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Voevodsky’s cd-structures are a valuable generalization of the Brown-Gersten
property for the Zariski topology to more general topologies. When a topology τ
is generated by a good cd-structure this allows a nice characterization of sheaves,
reasoning about bounds for the sheaf cohomological dimension and last but not
least a feasible criterion for descent, which is essentially the reason why we stated
the proposition above. More precisely, a simplicial presheaf F on site (C, τ)
satisfies descent with respect to τ if and only if F maps distinguished squares to
homotopy pullback squares [MV99, Proposition 1.16.].

3.2. The H-Nisnevich Topology. Next, we define a topology on GSm/k in a

way that automatically extends the functors (−)H to adjunctions of topoi. This
will provide a recognition of local weak equivalences by their H-fixed points.

Definition 3.2.1. Let τ be the collection of all sieves on the objects X ∈ GSm/k
such that S is a sieve in τ if and only if for all subgroupsH ≤ G the sieve generated
by SH is a covering sieve for the Nisnevich topology on Sm/k. We call τ the
H-Nisnevich-topology. A sieve on X in τ is called an H-sieve and the collection
of all H-sieves on X is denoted by τ(X).

Lemma 3.2.2. The collection τ defines a Grothendieck topology on GSm/k.

Recall from (2.11) that we denote by 〈S〉 the sieve generated by a family S
of morphisms with a common codomain. To prove the above lemma, we firstly
prove another statement:

Lemma 3.2.3. Let S be an H-sieve on X ∈ GSm/k. The sieves 〈(f∗S)H〉 and

the pullback (fH)∗〈SH〉 on XH in Sm/k coincide.

Proof. We have on the one hand

〈(f∗S)H〉 = 〈({Z ϕ−→ Y | f ◦ ϕ ∈ S})H〉

= 〈{ZH ϕH

−−→ Y H | f ◦ ϕ ∈ S}〉

=

W ψ−→ Y H ∈ Sm/k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃ϕ : Z → Y ∈ GSm/k,

ξ : W → ZH ∈ Sm/k :

ψ = ϕH ◦ ξ ∧ f ◦ ϕ ∈ S
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and on the other hand

(fH)∗〈SH〉 = (fH)∗

W ψ−→ XH

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃ϕ : Z → X ∈ GSm/k,

ξ : W → ZH ∈ Sm/k :

ψ = ϕH ◦ ξ ∧ ϕ ∈ S


=

W ψ−→ Y H ∈ Sm/k

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∃ϕ : Z → X ∈ GSm/k,

ξ : W → Z ∈ Sm/k :

fH ◦ ψ = ϕH ◦ ξ ∧ ϕ ∈ S


Now, comparing the respective descriptions we immediately observe the inclusion

〈(f∗S)H〉 ⊆ (fH)∗〈SH〉.

Let ψ : W → Y H be in (fH)∗〈SH〉. Then there exist morphisms ϕ : Z → X ∈ S
and ξ : W → ZH ∈ Sm/k such that the square

W
ψ //

ξ

��

Y H

fH

��
ZH

ϕH

// XH

commutes. Now the pullback ϕ̄ : P → Y of ϕ along f in GSm/k has the

property that ϕ̄H is still the pullback of ϕH along fH , since (−)H is right adjoint.

Therefore, ψ factors via the induced morphism over ϕ̄H . Moreover, since ϕ is in
the sieve S it follows that f̄ ◦ ϕ = f ◦ ϕ̄ is in S, so ϕ̄ satisfies all conditions to
guarantee that ψ is in 〈(f∗S)H〉. �

Proof of Lemma 3.2.2. Let X in GSm/k.

(T1) Let S be an H-sieve on X and f : Y → X ∈ GSm/k. Then, for all
H ≤ G

〈(f∗S)H〉 = (fH)∗〈SH〉 by Lemma 3.2.3

is a Nisnevich sieve and therefore f∗S is an H-sieve.
(T2) Let S, T be sieves on X. Let S be an H-sieve such that for all f ∈ S

the pullback f∗T is an H-sieve. Hence, for all f ∈ S we have again
by Lemma 3.2.3 and our assumption that 〈(f∗T )H〉 = (fH)∗〈TH〉 is a

Nisnevich sieve on XH . An arbitrary g ∈ 〈SH〉 factors into g = fH ◦ h
for some f ∈ S, so that

〈(g∗T )H〉 = (fH ◦ h)∗〈TH〉 = h∗
(

(fH)∗〈TH〉
)

is a Nisnevich sieve by the pullback axiom of the Nisnevich topology.
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(T3) Since idX ∈ GSm/k/X, we have that

〈(GSm/k/X)H〉 ⊇ 〈idXH 〉 = Sm/k/XH

is a Nisnevich sieve for all H ≤ G.

�

Lemma 3.2.4. A family {fi : Ui → X}i of morphisms in GSm/k is a covering

family in the H-Nisnevich-topology if and only if for all H ≤ G the family {fHi :

UHi → XH}i is a Nisnevich cover.

Proof. The family {fi}i is an H-cover if and only if 〈{fi}i〉 is an H-sieve, if

and only if for all H ≤ G we have that 〈〈{fi}i〉
H〉 is a Nisnevich sieve. By

arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 we note that 〈〈{fi}i〉
H〉 = 〈{fHi }i〉,

so the assumption is true if and only if for all H ≤ G we have that 〈{fHi }i〉 is a

Nisnevich sieve, which in turn is equivalent to the assertion that {fHi } is Nisnevich
cover. �

The above lemma states that H-covers consist of G-equivariant étale maps
such that for any point x there is a point y above x with isomorphic residue field
and whose isotropy group is large enough. More precisely we have the following
comparison result with the equivariant Nisnevich topology from Definition 3.1.1.

Lemma 3.2.5. A morphism f : X → Y in GSm/k is a cover in the H-Nisnevich
topology (an H-cover) if and only if it is true that f is étale (as a morphism of
schemes), for every point y in Y there is a x in X, such that f induces an
isomorphism of residue fields, and

(*) also induces an isomorphism Gx
∼=−→ Gy of scheme theoretic stabilizers.

Proof. We start with the direction which is used in the corollary below: Assume
that f : X → Y ∈ GSm/k is a morphism such that fe is Nisnevich in Sm/k and
f induces an isomorphism on scheme theoretic isotropy.

In the commutative diagram

XH

i$$I
I

I
I

I

fH

��77777777777777777
ιHX

))TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

X ×Y Y
H

j
//

f ′

��

X

f

��
Y H

ιHY // Y

the morphisms ιHX and ιHY are closed immersions, hence so are j and i. From the

isotropy condition (*) it follows that fH is surjective, so that by dimension XH is
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a union of irreducible components of X ×Y Y
H and thus i and also fH are étale.

If for any y ∈ Y H an element x ∈ X is given with the property that f induces
isomorphisms of the respective residue fields and scheme theoretic stabilizers,
then x is XH and therefore fH is Nisnevich.

Conversely, let fH be a Nisnevich cover in Sm/k for all subgroups H ≤ G.

Given an element y ∈ Y say with Gy = H×κ(y), then y is in Y H and there is an

element x in XH , such that f induces an isomorphism from κ(y) to κ(x). Since

x is in XH we know

Gx = K × κ(x) ≥ H × κ(x) ∼= H × κ(y) = Gy

and the equivariance of f implies Gx ≤ Gy, so that f induces an isomorphism on
scheme theoretic isotropy. �

Corollary 3.2.6. Every equivariant Nisnevich cover is an H-cover.

Proof. This follows from the above lemma combined with Lemma 2.1.14. �

The following example reminds one to be careful while thinking about isotropy
groups and fixed points.

Example 3.2.7. Let L : k be a finite Galois extension and G = Gal(L : k). The

induced G-action on Spec(L) has empty fixed points Spec(L)G = ∅. This is since

Spec(L)G is by construction a closed subscheme of Spec(L) and

HomSm/k(Spec(L),Spec(L)G) ∼= HomGSm/k(Spec(L)tr,Spec(L)) = ∅.

The set-theoretic stabilizer S∗ of the unique point ∗ is obviously the whole
group G, but the scheme theoretic stabilizer is trivial, that is G∗ = Spec(L),
since the action is free and hence the left vertical arrow in the pullback diagram

G∗ //

∼=
��

G× Spec(L)

∼=Ψ

��
Spec(L)

∆ // Spec(L)× Spec(L)

is an isomorphism as well.

Lemma 3.2.8. The H-Nisnevich topology is subcanonical, i.e. representable
presheaves are sheaves on GSm/k.

Proof. Let {Zi
ιi−→ Z}i be H-Nisnevich covering and let U : GSm/k → Sm/k the

forgetful functor. U is faithful and as a (trivial) fixed point functor U takes the
chosen covering to a Nisnevich covering in Sm/k. Hence, the bottom row in the
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diagram

HomG(Z,X) //

��

∏
HomG(Zi, X)

��

////
∏

HomG(Zi ×Z Zj , X)

��
Homk(UZ,UX) // ∏Homk(UZi, UX) // //

∏
Homk(UZi ×UZ UZj), UX)

is an equalizer and all vertical arrows are injective. A family (σi)i in the product∏
HomG(Zi, X) which is equalized by the double arrow is mapped to a family in∏
Homk(UZi, UX) which is also equalized and therefore comes from a morphism

g in Homk(UZ,UX). To see that g is equivariant we have to show that the square
labeled with ’?’ commutes in the following diagram.

G×
∐
Zi
idG×

∐
fi//

��

G× Z

αZ

��

idG×g// G×X

αX

��∐
Zi

∐
ιi //

	

Z g
//

?

X

First note that all ιi and g ◦ ιi are equivariant. The square in question commutes
since both the outer rectangle and the left square commute, and since idG×

∐
fi

is an epimorphism. �

Corollary 3.2.9. The equivariant Nisnevich topology is also subcanonical.

Lemma 3.2.10. For all H ≤ G, the H fixed points functor (−)H : GSm/k →
Sm/k is continuous map of sites.

Proof. [AGV72, III.Proposition 1.6.] �

Lemma 3.2.11. The adjunction (2.10) extends via left Kan extension of (−)G

to an adjunction

(3.1) ((−)G)∗ : sShv(GSm/k) � sShv(Sm/k) : RG,

where the right adjoint is composition with (−)G.

Proof. Consider the situation

GSm/k
Y //

(−)G ((QQQQQQ
sPre(GSm/k)

L

���
�
�
�

Sm/k

Y ))TTTTTTTT

sPre(Sm/k)

R

OO�
�
�
�

where L is the left Kan extension of Y ◦ (−)G along the horizontal Yoneda em-
bedding Y and R is the right adjoint of L. The right adjoint R is given by
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composition with (−)G, which is a continuous map of sites and so R restricts to
a functor R′

sPre(GSm/k)
a1 //

L
��

sShv(GSm/k)
i1
oo

sPre(Sm/k)
a2 //

R

OO

sShv(Sm/k)

R′

OO

i2
oo

of sheaves with respect to the Nisnevich (resp. H-Nisnevich) topology. We have

HomsShv(G)(X,R
′Y ) ∼= HomsPre(G)(i1X, i1R

′Y )

∼= HomsPre(G)(i1X,Ri2Y )

∼= HomsPre(Li1X, i2Y )

∼= HomsShv(a2Li1X,Y )

and so ((−)G)∗ := a2Li1 is right adjoint to RG. �

From now on we will mostly leave sheaves aside and focus on a theory of
presheaves. The few statements about sheaves we collected so far were just given
to allow a study of points for this H-Nisnevich topology on GSm/k in the next
subsection.

For any subgroup H ≤ G, we define the H-fixed points functor

(3.2) (−)H : sPre(GSm/k)→ sPre(Sm/k)

as the composite

sPre(GSm/k)
resH // sPre(HSm/k)

(−)H // sPre(Sm/k)

X
� // X(G×H −),

where resH is the restriction functor or forgetful functor. Note that precomposing
with the induction functor G ×H − coincides with the left Kan extension of
resH : GSm/k → HSm/k. Hence we could have equivalently defined H-fixed
points as a left Kan extension in one step.

Remark 3.2.12. The functor (−)G : sPre(GSm/k)→ sPre(Sm/k) is also right
adjoint which can be seen as follows. On the scheme level we have the adjunction
(−)G : Sm/k � GSm/k : (−)G with the left adjoint given by the trivial G-
action functor (−)G. The right adjoint R to left Kan extension of (−)G along
the obvious Yoneda embedding is given by precomposition with (−)G and hence

commutes with colimits. Further, for a representable sheaf X̃ we evaluate

R(X̃)(U) ∼= HomGSm/k(UG, X) ∼= HomSm/k(U,XG) = X̃G(U)

and note that R and (−)G coincide on representables and therefore are equal.
The same arguments work to show that resH : sPre(GSm/k)→ sPre(HSm/k) is
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also right adjoint and we eventually note that the H-fixed points functor (−)H :
sPre(GSm/k) → sPre(Sm/k) from (3.2) is a left and right adjoint functor, for
all H ≤ G.

3.3. Characterization of Weak Equivalences. Recall that a point x in a
topos T is a geometric morphism x : Set→ T or equivalently, by Freyd’s Theorem
[Mac71, Theorem V.6.2], a functor x∗ : T → Set which commutes with colimits
and finite limits. In this subsection GSm/k is equipped with the H-Nisnevich
topology by default.

Denote by Hensel := {x∗ : F 7→ F (Spec(OhX,x) | x ∈ X}X the set of functors
indexed over all X in a small skeleton of Sm/k. This gives a conservative family
of points for the Nisnevich topology on Sm/k (cf. Example 2.2.9).

Lemma 3.3.1. As the Nisnevich site on Sm/k has enough points a morphism
f in sPre(Sm/k) is local weak equivalence if and only if it is a stalkwise weak
equivalence of simplicial sets.

Proof. This is a combination of Example 2.2.9 and our discussion of local weak
equivalences in Definition 2.3.1. �

Lemma 3.3.2. Let x∗ be a point in sShv(Sm/k). Then the composition x∗ ◦
(−)H is a point in sShv(GSm/k). Hence, if f ∈ sPre(GSm/k) is a local weak

equivalence, then fH is a local weak equivalence in sPre(Sm/k).

Proof. By Remark 3.2.12 the left Kan extension

(−)H : sPre(GSm/k)→ sPre(Sm/k)

is also a right adjoint and therefore preserves limits. As a left adjoint it preserves
colimits and hence x∗ ◦ (−)H is a point in sShv(GSm/k). Thus, for any local

weak equivalence f ∈ sPre(GSm/k) the morphism x∗fH is weak equivalence of

simplicial sets, so fH is local weak equivalence in sPre(Sm/k). �

Lemma 3.3.3. The set of functors sShv(GSm/k)→ Set given by{
x∗ ◦ (−)H | H ≤ G, x∗ ∈ Hensel

}
is a conservative family of points in sShv(GSm/k) (for the H-Nisnevich topol-
ogy).

Proof. Let X := (fHj : Xj → X)j∈J be a family of morphisms in GSm/k such
that (

x∗(XH
j

fH
j−−→ XH)

)
j∈J

is surjective for all Nisnevich points x∗ ∈ Hensel and H ≤ G. Then by Proposi-
tion 2.2.6, (fHj : XH

j → XH)j∈J is a Nisnevich covering in Sm/k. Hence, X is a
H-Nisnevich covering. �
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The following is also an immediate consequence.

Corollary 3.3.4. A morphism f ∈ sPre(GSm/k) is a local weak equivalence if

and only if for all subgroups H ≤ G the morphism fH is a local weak equivalence
in sPre(Sm/k).

Corollary 3.3.5. For all subgroups H ≤ G, the adjunction

(−)H : sPre(GSm/k) � sPre(Sm/k) : RH

is a Quillen adjunction for the local injective model structures.

Proof. We have just concluded that (−)H preserves local weak equivalences. Be-
cause of being right adjoint (and the fact that both categories have pullbacks) the

functor (−)H also preserves monomorphisms, i.e. local injective cofibrations. �

To achieve the same result for A1-local weak equivalences we cite a result
of Hirschhorn which takes care of the Bousfield localization on both sides of a
Quillen adjunction.

Proposition 3.3.6. Let F : C � D : G be a Quillen pair and let K be a class
of morphisms in C. Denote by LKC, resp. LLFK

D, the left Bousfield localization
of C with respect to K, resp. of D with respect to the image of K under the left
derived of F . Then F : LKC � LLFK

D : G remains a Quillen pair.

Proof. [Hir03, Theorem 3.3.20] �

Lemma 3.3.7. Let H,K ≤ G. The composition (−)K ◦ (−)H : sPre(Sm/k) →
sPre(Sm/k) equals some coproduct of identities. In particular, the H-fixed points

functors (−)H are right Quillen functors in a Quillen adjunction

(−)H : sPre(Sm/k) � sPre(GSm/k) : (−)H

with respect to the local injective model structures.

Proof. Both functors commute with colimits, so we only need to check the state-
ment for representables. We have

((Ỹ )H)K ∼=
(

˜G/H × Y
)K ∼= ˜(G/H)K × Y ∼=

∐
(G/H)K

Ỹ .

Furthermore, the functors (−)K detect local weak equivalences by Corollary 3.3.4
and a (finite) coproduct of local weak equivalences is a local weak equivalence.
Eventually, to check that (−)H preserves monomorphisms recall that (−)H is the
left Yoneda extension of G/H × − : Sm/k → GSm/k which preserves all finite
limits. Left Kan extensions of flat functors preserve finite limits and in particular
monomorphisms. �
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Lemma 3.3.8. For every subgroup H ≤ G, the H-fixed points functor (−)H is
a right Quillen functor in the adjunction

(−)H : sPre(Sm/k) � sPre(GSm/k) : (−)H

with respect to the A1-local injective model structures.

Proof. By Proposition 3.3.6 the Quillen adjunction

(−)H : sPre(Sm/k) � sPre(GSm/k) : (−)H

of Lemma 3.3.7 descents to a Quillen adjunction

LK sPre(Sm/k)
(−)H// LL(−)H

K sPre(GSm/k)
(−)H

oo

of left Bousfield localizations, where K is the class of morphisms represented by
{X×A1 → X | X ∈ Sm/k} and L(−)H

K is the image of that class under the total

left derived of (−)H . The latter is a (proper) subclass of the class of morphisms

represented by {X ×A1 → X | X ∈ GSm/k} which is used to A1-localize on the
equivariant side. Hence, the identity gives a left Quillen functor

LL(−)H
K sPre(GSm/k)→ sPre(GSm/k)

where the right hand side carries the A1-local injective model structure. Com-
posing the two Quillen adjunctions we obtain the conclusion. �

Proposition 3.3.9. A morphism f ∈ sPre(GSm/k) is an A1-local weak equiv-

alence if and only if for all subgroups H ≤ G the morphism fH is an A1-local
weak equivalence in sPre(Sm/k).

Proof. By Proposition 3.3.6 the functors (−)H are left Quillen functors of the

A1-local injective model structures. Thus, it follows by Ken Brown’s Lemma
[Hov99, Lemma 1.1.12] that (−)H preserves A1-local weak equivalences.

Conversely, suppose that f : X → Y in sPre(GSm/k) is a map such that

for all subgroups H of G, the morphism fH ∈ sPre(Sm/k) is an A1-local weak

equivalence. Let r be a fibrant replacement functor in the A1-local injective
structure on sPre(GSm/k). Then (−)H takes the diagram

X

∼A1

��

f // Y

∼A1

��
rX

rf // rY
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to the diagram

XH

∼A1

��

fH

∼A1
// Y H

∼A1

��
(rX)H

(rf)H // (rY )H

where all the arrows decorated with ∼A1 are A1-local weak equivalences. Hence

(rf)H is an A1-local weak equivalence between objects which are A1-locally in-

jective fibrant by Lemma 3.3.8. Therefore, (rf)H is a local weak equivalence for
all H and it follows by Corollary 3.3.4 that rf is local weak equivalence and so
f is an A1-local weak equivalence. �

3.4. Quillen Functors. While characterizing A1-local weak equivalence we have
observed in Lemma 3.3.3 that all the H-fixed points functors are Quillen adjunc-
tions with respect to the local injective model structures. In this subsection we
check and establish a few more Quillen adjunctions between spaces, G-spaces,
and G-spectra. The treatment of spectra happens in anticipation of Section 4
where we introduce stable homotopy theory more thoroughly. The few state-
ments about Quillen adjunctions for spectra at the end of this subsection just
collect some immediate consequences concerning a levelwise model structure.

We have already made use of the following lemma in the proof of Proposition
3.3.9, where we have noticed this fact as a consequence of Corollary 3.3.5 and
Proposition 3.3.6.

Lemma 3.4.1. Let H be a subgroup of G. The H-fixed points adjunction

(−)H : sPre(GSm/k) � sPre(Sm/k) : RH

is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the A1-local injective model structure on
both sides.

It is also worth mentioning that the corresponding statements hold for the
universal model categories with local weak equivalences and its A1-localizations.

Lemma 3.4.2. Let H be a subgroup of G. The H-fixed points adjunction

(−)H : sPre(GSm/k) � sPre(Sm/k) : RH

is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the local projective model structure on both
sides. Furthermore, the adjunction is also a Quillen adjunction with respect to
the A1-local projective model structure on both sides.

Proof. The right adjoint RH is given by precomposition with (−)H : GSm/k →
Sm/k so RH clearly preserves projective fibrations and objectwise weak equiva-

lences. Therefore its left adjoint (−)H : sPre(GSm/k) → sPre(Sm/k) preserves
projective (acyclic) cofibrations. Since local projective cofibrations are just the
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projective cofibrations the statement follows from the fact that (−)H also pre-
serves local weak equivalences by Corollary 3.3.4.

The A1-local statement is now an immediate consequence of the first part and
Lemma 3.4.1. �

For the purpose of constructing a stable equivariant motivic homotopy theory
we need to consider pointed simplicial presheaves sPre.(GSm/k) on GSm/k,
i.e. presheaves with values in pointed simplicial sets. All model structures on
unpointed simplicial presheaves carry over to model structures on pointed ones
by the adjunction

(−)+ : sPre(GSm/k) � sPre.(GSm/k) : U,

where (−)+ adds a disjoint basepoint and U is the forgetful functor. A morphism
f ∈ sPre. of pointed simplicial presheaves is then defined to be a weak equivalence
(resp. (co-)fibration) if U(f) is a weak equivalence (resp. (co-)fibration) in the
corresponding model structure on unpointed presheaves. This defines a model
structure on sPre. [Hov99, Proposition 1.1.8] and unpointed Quillen adjunctions
extend to pointed ones [Hov99, Proposition 1.3.5]. A little care is just necessary
for extending Quillen equivalences (cf. [Hov99, Proposition 1.3.17]).

Recall that a (sequential) spectrum X ∈ SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG∧−) consists
of a sequence (Xn, σn) of spaces Xn ∈ sPre·(GSm/k) and bonding maps

σn : TG ∧Xn → Xn+1.

The suspension spectrum functor

Σ∞ : sPre·(GSm/k)→ SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)

is given by Σ∞(X)n = TnG ∧X and identity bonding maps.

Lemma 3.4.3. The adjunction

Σ∞ : sPre·(GSm/k) � SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) : Ω∞

is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the levelwise and the stable structure on
spectra.

Proof. In the projective levelwise model structure on SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG ∧
−), the fibrations and weak equivalences are defined levelwise. Thus, Ω∞ is
clearly a right Quillen functor.

The ’stable’ statement is a corollary of the above paragraph since the stable
structure is a left Bousfield localization of the levelwise one. �

As in ordinary stable equivariant homotopy theory there are two reasonable
fixed-point functors. One, which satisfies the expected adjunction with the push
forward of non-equivariant spectra and another one, the geometric fixed-points
functor ΦG, which applies levelwise the fixed-point functor of spaces.
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Lemma 3.4.4. The geometric fixed points functor

ΦG : SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)→ SpN(sPre·(Sm/k), T ∧ −)

is a right Quillen functor with respect to the levelwise model structure.

Proof. The prolongation of the fixed-point functor on spaces to spectra and
Quillen property are discussed later in Section 4 after the discussion of the stable
model category. It is just clear at this point that we obtain a detecting Quillen
functor ΦG for the levelwise model structure on SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG∧−). �

Let A be a based G-space and E be G-spectrum. Then one defines the G-
spectrum A ∧ E by

(A ∧ E)n = A ∧ En and σA∧En : TG ∧A ∧ En
t−→ A ∧ TG ∧ En

1∧σE
n−−−→ A ∧ En+1.

The endofunctor A∧− on SpN(sPre·(GSm/k)) has a right adjoint F (A,−) given
by

F (A,X)n = Hom(A,Xn)

and the bonding maps are defined by the commutativity of the diagram

T ∧Hom(A,Xn) //

))RRRRRRRRRRRRRR
Hom(A,Xn+1)

Hom(A, T ∧Xn)

σn∗

66lllllllllllll

where the left diagonal morphism is adjoint to evaluation morphism

A ∧ T ∧Hom(A,Xn) ∼= T ∧A ∧Hom(A,Xn)
idT ∧ε−−−−→ T ∧Xn.

Next, we consider the objects of GSm/k as objects in the classifying topos
BG, i.e. the functor

i : GSm/k → G sPre(Sm/k), (X,α) 7→ (HomSm/k(−, X), α∗)

into the G-objects of sPre(Sm/k). Let

(3.3) ext : sPre(GSm/k)→ G sPre(Sm/k)

be the left Kan extension of i and define

−/G : sPre(GSm/k)→ sPre(Sm/k) by X 7→ colim(ext(X))

where we understand ext(X) as diagram G→ sPre(Sm/k).

Remark 3.4.5. It is well known that category of G-objects in a topos, where
G is a group object in the topos, is itself a topos again [AGV72, IV.2.5], namely
the classifying topos of G. In many places some kind of equivariant homotopy
theory is developed for this topos [Gui, Ste10] and Carlsson and Joshua use this
approach in their recent preprints [CJ11a, CJ11b] to set up some equivariant
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motivic homotopy theory. It is not impossible that both topoi sPre(GSm/k) and
G sPre(Sm/k) provide an equally convenient basis for homotopy theory, but a
comparison is a bit non-trivial. The category GSm/k of original interest embeds
into both and the unit of the adjunction

ext : sPre(GSm/k) � G sPre(Sm/k) : int

is an isomorphism on representables. However, ext is not fully faithful on the
whole category as this would imply an equality of functors trg and int◦ tre which
is in contradiction to Lemma 5.1.11 and the discussion directly above of it.

Lemma 3.4.6. The adjunction

ext(EG×−)/G : sPre(GSm/k) � sPre(Sm/k) : F (EG, int ◦ tr(−))

is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the A1-local injective model structures.

Proof. We will show that (EG×−)/G preserves monomorphisms and takes A1-
local equivariant weak equivalences, even in the H-Nisnevich sense, to ordinary
A1-local weak equivalences.

Firstly, we handle the monomorphisms. The externalization functor ext is
the left Kan extension of a functor denoted by i above which is similar to a
Yoneda embedding and preserves limits by the discussion about limits directly
before Lemma 2.1.11. Thus, i is a flat functor and its left Kan extension ext
preserves finite limits and in particular monomorphisms. That colim, and thus
−/G = colim ◦ ext, also preserves monomorphisms in this situation is not too
difficult to check by hand. Alternatively, one may apply Isbell and Mitchell’s
[IM76, Lemma 2.2].

Secondly, EG×− takes a weak equivalence to a weak equivalence and

colim : G sPre(Sm/k) � sPre(Sm/k) : ∆

is a Quillen functor pair for the projective model structure on the left hand
side, also sometimes called the coarse model structure. It is therefore sufficient
to show that ext(EG × −) takes weak equivalences to projective A1-local weak
equivalences between projectively cofibrant objects. Objects in the image of
ext(EG × −) always have a free G-action and thus are cofibrant, so we just
have to check that ext maps weak equivalences to weak equivalences. If f ∈
sPre(GSm/k) is a weak equivalence, then ext(f) is an objectwise A1-local weak

equivalence if and only if ev∗(ext(f)) is an A1-local weak equivalence. Now
ev∗ ◦ ext coincides with the trivial fixed points functor (−)e, which is easily
checked on representables, and we know from Proposition 3.3.9 that fe is an
A1-local weak equivalence. �
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3.5. Representing Equivariant Algebraic K-Theory. This subsection starts
with a recollection of equivariant algebraic K-theory following Thomason [Tho87].
The main result of this subsection shows that equivariant algebraic K-theory does
not satisfy descent with respect to topologies that, like the H-Nisnevich topol-
ogy, contain certain morphisms as coverings. We also state a result of Krishna
and Østvær [KØ10] which indicates that the equivariant Nisnevich topology from
Subsection 3.1 allows K-theory to satisfy descent. Finally, we discuss the effect
of our non-descent result on the K-theory descent property of the isovariant Nis-
nevich topology as it is investigated in [Ser10].

Definition 3.5.1. Let X be in GSm/k. A quasi-coherent G-module (F,ϕ) on
X is given by a quasi-coherent OX -module F and an isomorphism

ϕ : α∗XF
∼=−→ pr∗2F

of OG×X -modules, such that the cocycle condition

(pr∗23ϕ) ◦ ((id×αX)∗ϕ) = (m× id)∗ϕ

is satisfied. F is called coherent (resp. locally free) if it is coherent (resp. locally
free) as an OX -module.

Coherent G-modules on some X in GSm/k form an abelian category M(G,X)
and locally free coherent G-modules (G-equivariant vector bundles) form an ex-
act subcategory P (G,X). To these exact categories we associate the simplicial
nerve BQM(G,X) (resp. BQP (G,X)) of Quillen’s Q-construction [Qui73, §2]
on the category. Finally, denote by G(G,X) = ΩBQM(G,X) and K(G,X) =
ΩBQP (G,X) the K-theory spectra (or infinite loop spaces) associated to the
exact categories of coherent G-modules on X and to those that are locally free.
In his fundamental work Thomason already shows that for a separated noe-
therian regular G-scheme X the inclusion of categories induces an equivalence
K(G,X)

∼−→ G(G,X) [Tho87, Theorem 5.7] and that hence for such an X the
equivariant K-theory satisfies homotopy invariance in the sense that the projec-
tion induces an equivalence

K(G,X)→ K(G,X × An)

even with respect to any linear G-action on An [Tho87, Corollary 4.2].
By the origin of the use of word motivic in this area of mathematics, or in other

words by Grothendieck’s idea of what it should mean to associate a motive to a
scheme, it should be considered a fundamental test for any candidate of a motivic
homotopy category, whether it allows representability for a sufficient amount of
cohomological theories or not. One obstacle for a theory F to be representable
in H(k,G) is that it has to satisfy descent with respect to the topology used to
define the local model structure. This is a kind of homotopical sheaf condition
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which implies the compatibility of the theory F with local weak equivalences.
More precisely:

Definition 3.5.2. An objectwise fibrant simplicial presheaf F on a site C satisfies
Čech descent with respect to the topology on C if for any covering family {Ui →
X}i in C the morphism

F (X) // holim(
∏
i F (Ui)

// //
∏
i,j F (Ui ×X Uj)

//
//// . . .)

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. An arbitrary simplicial presheaf is said
to satisfy Čech descent if an objectwise fibrant replacement of it does.

It is a straight reformulation of this definition that a simplicial presheaf F
satisfies Čech descent if and only if for any covering U = {Ui → X}i and an
injective fibrant replacement F ′ of F the induced map

sSet(X,F ′)→ sSet(Č(U), F ′)

is a weak equivalence of simplicial sets. By Example 2.3.3 it is suggested that this
could unmask the local injective model structure of Theorem 2.3.5 as a Bousfield
localization of the (objectwise) injective model structure at Čech nerves. In fact a
slight generalization of this is true, replacing Čech nerves by hypercovers [DHI04,
Theorem 1.1].

In [KØ10, Theorem 5.4] Krishna and Østvær show that presheaf of K-theory
of perfect complexes on Deligne-Mumford stacks satisfies descent with respect to
a version of the Nisnevich topology. Restricting the results on Deligne-Mumford
stacks to the subcategory of G-schemes, the topology restricts to the equivariant
Nisnevich topology and the main results of a sequel work by Krishna [Kri12,
Theorem 1.2& 1.3] indicate that this could imply descent of equivariant K-theory
for the equivariant Nisnevich topology (cf. [KØ10, Remark 7.10]), at least up to
some invertation, e.g. rationally.

However, the rest of this section is devoted to showing that equivariant K-
theory does not satisfy descent with respect to certain topologies, including the
H-Nisnevich topology.

Lemma 3.5.3. Let L : k be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G. Let
X = Spec(L) with the Galois action and let Y = G × Spec(L), with the action
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entirely on G. Then all vertical maps in the diagram of pullback squares

(3.4) Y ×X Y

wwooooooooooooo

��

// Y

xxrrrrrrrrrrrr

��

Y
f //

��

X

��

Spec(L⊗k L)

wwppppppppppp
// Spec(L)

yyssssssssss

Spec(L) // Spec(k)

are Galois coverings, i.e. G-torsors.

Proof. The G-actions on the top square are free, because a finite Galois extension
gives an isomorphism ⊕GL ∼= L ⊗k L. Further, the vertical maps are geometric
quotients and the conclusion is then by [MFK94, Proposition 0.9]. �

Proposition 3.5.4. Let L : k be a finite Galois extension with Galois group G
such that the Brauer group Br(k) has torsion away from the characteristic of k.
If τ is a topology on GSm/k such that the map

f : G× Spec(L)�tr → Spec(L)�gal from (3.4)

is a covering in τ , then equivariant algebraic K-theory does not satisfy descent
with respect to τ .

Proof. Suppose equivariant algebraic K-theory satisfies descent with respect (to
τ and hence) to f , i.e.

(3.5) K(G,Spec(L)�gal)→ holimn≥0K(G, C̆(f)n)

is a weak equivalence. By a result on the equivariant K-theory of G-torsors
[Mer05, Proposition 3] we have K(G,Spec(L)�Gal) ' K(Spec(k)). Combining
this Proposition 3 with Lemma 3.5.3 we also have a weak equivalence

K(Spec(L⊗k L))
'−→ K(G,G× Spec(L)×Spec(k) G× Spec(L)).

This gives a levelwise weak equivalence

(3.6) K(G,G× Spec(L)) // // K(G, Y ×X Y )
//
//// . . .

K(L)

'

OO

//// K(L⊗k L)

'

OO

//
//// . . .

'

OO
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of cosimplicial spectra. Now, by assumption on the field extension L : k, we have

L⊗k L ∼=
⊕
G

L = Map(G,L)

and since there is a weak equivalence

K(
⊕
G

L)
'−→
∏
G

K(L) = Map(G,K(L))

there is also a levelwise weak equivalence

(3.7) K(L) // // K(L⊗k L)
//
//// K(L⊗k L⊗k L) . . .

K(L)
��

id

//// Map(G,K(L))
��

'

//
//// Map(G×G,K(L))

��
'

. . .

of cosimplicial spectra. Combining (3.6) and (3.7) we obtain a weak equivalence

holimn≥0K(G, Č(f)n) ' holim(K(L) ⇒ Map(G,K(L)) . . .)

'Map(hocolim
n

Č(G→ ∗)n,K(L))

'Map(EG,K(L))

= K(L)hG.

By comparing the homotopy fixed-point spectral sequences with the descent
spectral sequence

Hs(Gal(L : k), πK(L))
∼=

⇒ πt−s

(
K(L)hG

)
Hs
et(Spec(k), π̃K) ⇒ Ket

t−s(k) ,

we know that the homotopy fixed-points K(L)hG are equivalent to the étale K-
theory spectrum Ket(k) of k, so it follows from (3.5) that the morphism

(3.8) K(k)
'−→ Ket(k)

is a weak equivalence. We can compute completions of the right hand side by the
descent spectral sequence [Mit97, Corollary 1.5], which gives

Ket
0 (k)∧l

∼= K0(k)∧l ⊕H
2
et(k,Zl(1)).

By [Mil11, Theorem 3.14] there is an isomorphism from the Brauer group Br(k)

to the étale cohomology group H2
et(k,Gm). In particular, the l-torsion of Br(k)

survives to H2
et(k,Zl(1)), so in this case the latter summand is non-zero. This is

a contradiction to the equivalence of (3.8) and hence to our initial assumption
that equivariant algebraic K-theory satisfies descent with respect to τ . �
Remark 3.5.5.
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(a) The techniques and arguments used in the proof above are fairly standard
for work in relation to the Quillen-Lichtenbaum conjectures [Lic73, Qui73]
which assert that there is an Atiyah-Hirzebruch style spectral sequence

Ep,q2 = Hp
et(X,Zl(

q

2
))⇒ Kp−q(X)⊗ Zl

from étale cohomology to K-theory. If K-theory satisfied descent with re-
spect to the étale topology, then this spectral sequence would be an impli-
cation. Anyhow, in general K-theory does not satisfy étale descent without
any restriction on the degree of the K-groups, but still there are many posi-
tive results regarding versions of étale descent for K-theory and the Quillen-
Lichtenbaum conjectures [Tho85, RW99, Øst03, Voe08].

(b) The proposition above provides a counterexample to the main theorem of
[Ser10] that equivariant K-theory satisfies ’isovariant’ descent. In loc. cit. a
parametrized version of scheme-theoretic isotropy is introduced as GX , where
X is a G-scheme, and defined as the pullback

GX //

��

G×X

α×prX

��
X

∆ // X ×X.

Now Serpé calls a family {Ui → X}i in GSm/k an isovariant Nisnevich cover
if the underlying family of schemes is a Nisnevich cover and for all Ui → X
the induced morphism GUi

→ GX furnishes a pullback square

(3.9) GUi
//

��

GX

��
Ui // X.

The singleton {f : G× Spec(L)�tr → Spec(L)�gal} defines an isovariant Nis-
nevich cover. This is because firstly the G-actions on domain and codomain
are free. On the domain this follows from Lemma 2.1.11 and on the codomain
freeness is implied by the assumption L ⊗k L ∼= ⊕GL. Therefore, the corre-
sponding commutative square of type (3.9) is a pullback square. Secondly, f
is a Nisnevich covering, since the components of G×Spec(L) map to Spec(L)
along the elements of the Galois group.

Eventually, {f} is not only a counterexample to the proof of [Ser10, Propo-
sition 2.7], since f/G is the canonical map Spec(L) → Spec(k) which is not
a Nisnevich cover, but it is also a counterexample to the descent assertion
[Ser10, Theorem 4.2].
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(c) It follows also that equivariant algebraic K-theory does not satisfy descent
with respect to the H-Nisnevich topology, since for example

{Z/2× Spec(C)�tr → Spec(C)�gal}

is H-Nisnevich cover in Z/2-Sm/R.

4. Stable Equivariant Motivic Homotopy Theory

In this section we construct an equivariant stable homotopy category based
on the unstable homotopy theories of Section 3. Non-equivariantly these motivic
stabilization processes have been elaborated using (symmetric) sequential spectra
by Jardine [Jar00], using enriched functors by Dundas, Röndigs and Østvær
[DRØ03b], and using S-modules by Hu [Hu03]. Based on the work of Jardine an
equivariant stabilization has been worked out by Hu, Kriz and Ormsby [HKO11b].
We start with recollecting Jardine’s framework and we treat the case of the H-
Nisnevich topology in parallel. Later in this section we will introduce weighted
stable homotopy groups and give characterizations of the equivariant stable weak
equivalence as recognized by two naturally emerging families of stable fixed-point
functors.

4.1. The Stable Model Category. The definition representation spheres be-
low already aims towards a stable equivariant homotopy theory. Analogously to
the work of Mandell [Man04] in classical topology, Hu, Kriz, and Ormsby con-
sider sequential (symmetric) spectra in loc. cit. with respect to smashing with
the regular representation sphere.

Definition 4.1.1. Let V ∈ GSm/k be a representation of G. We define the

representation sphere SV to be the quotient

V/(V − 0)

in sPre(GSm/k). For the special case of the regular representation we introduce
the notation

TG := SA[G].

Remark 4.1.2. At this point it becomes visible why we have already discussed
the requirement of linear reductivity in Remark 2.1.22. A splitting of the repre-
sentation V causes a splitting of the representation sphere:

SV⊕W ∼= SV ∧ SW .
Clearly, the reason to invert the regular representation sphere is to invert smash-
ing with all representation spheres and therefore it should be emphasized again
that the group G has to be linearly reductive for this approach to make sense.

However, there are models for stable homotopy theory based on enriched func-
tors [Lyd98, Blu06, DRØ03a] instead of sequential spectra. This allows a more
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flexible stabilization and in a very recent preprint [CJ11a] Carlsson and Joshua
apply this technique to stabilize a slightly different approach to equivariant mo-
tivic homotopy theory without being restricted to linearly reductive groups.

The category SpN(C, Q) of sequential spectra in a model category C with re-
spect to a left Quillen functor Q : C → C consists of objects

(Xn, σn)n∈N,

where the Xn’s are objects in C and σn : Q(Xn) → Xn+1 are morphisms in C,
the so-called bonding maps. The morphisms in SpN(C, Q) are given by sequences
of morphisms in C which commute with the respective bonding maps.

There is the usual Yoga of model structures for stable homotopy theory in the
sense of spectra in general model categories (cf. [Hov01]) that also applies to the
equivariant and non-equivariant stable motivic homotopy theory as developed
below. We depict our procedure in the following diagram, where in the top row
the relevant categories of equivariant motivic spaces, sequential and symmetric
spectra and their standard Quillen adjunctions show up. Below the top row,
various model structures appear and are connected by arrows.
(4.1)

sPre.(GSm/k)
Σ∞ // SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)

V //
Ω∞

oo SpΣ(. . .)
U
oo

(1) local injective

��
(3) levelwise

��
levelwise

��
(2) A1-local injective

22eeeeeeeeeeeee

,,

(4) stable stable

Here, we choose to start with the local injective model structure (1) on pointed
simplicial presheaves, in which the cofibrations are given by monomorphisms and
weak equivalences are the local weak equivalences after forgetting the basepoint.
The vertical arrows mean Bousfield localization, in this case at the class{

X ∧ A1
+ → X | X ∈ sPre.(GSm/k)

}
which gives the A1-local injective model structures (2). These model structures
can be lifted to projective levelwise model structures on sequential TG-spectra
[Jar00, Lemma 2.1] (3), which can now again be localized at the class of stable
equivalences to result in the stable model structures (4).

Fortunately, compared with Hovey’s general setup, we are in the good situation
of [Hov01, Theorem 4.9] and thus we may proceed as Jardine in [Jar00] to define
stable weak equivalences.

Lemma 4.1.3. The adjunction

TG ∧ − : sPre.(GSm/k) � sPre.(GSm/k) : ΩTG
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prolongates canonically to an adjunction

Σ′TG
: SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) : Ω′TG

called fake suspension adjunction.

Proof. Use the identity transformation on (TG ∧ −)2 to prolongate TG ∧ − and
compose unit and counit of the adjunction to obtain a natural transformation

TG ∧ (ΩTG
(−))→ ΩTG

(TG ∧ −))

which prolongates ΩTG
to the right adjoint. �

Remark 4.1.4. The above lemma is originally [Hov01, Corollary 1.6] in the
general situation. Note that there is no twisting of the smash factors involved in
the bonding maps, which is why the resulting suspension is called fake suspension
in contrast to the suspension defined in (4.2).

Definition 4.1.5. Let R denote a levelwise fibrant replacement functor. A mor-
phism f ∈ SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) is called a stable equivalence if

(Ω′ ◦ sh)∞R(f)

is a levelwise equivalence.

For Jardine’s machinery to work, we need to assure that the object TG which
is used for suspending fulfills a technical property, which then implies a good
behavior of the right adjoint to smashing with TG.

Lemma 4.1.6. The object TG ∈ sPre.(GSm/k) is compact in the sense of [Jar00,
2.2].

Proof. The analog statement about the presheaf quotient A1/(A1\0) in Jardine’s
work is [Jar00, Lemma 2.2]. All the arguments in the proof are statements about
the flasque model structure on simplicial presheaves on a general site [Isa05].
The only thing used about about schemes is that an inclusion of schemes gives
a monomorphism of the represented presheaves, which is true for an inclusion of
equivariant schemes like (A[G] \ 0) ↪→ A[G] as well. �

Theorem 4.1.7. Let T be a compact object in sPre.(GSm/k). There is a proper

simplicial model structure on the associated category SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧−)
of T -spectra with stable weak equivalences and stable fibrations.

Proof. This is [Jar00, Theorem 2.9] �

Definition 4.1.8. Let X in SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG∧−). We define the suspen-
sion ΣTG

X by ΣTG
Xn = TG ∧Xn with bonding maps

σΣX : TG ∧ TG ∧Xn

τ∧idXn−−−−−→ TG ∧ TG ∧Xn
σX−−→ TG ∧Xn+1
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where τ : TG ∧ TG → TG ∧ TG denotes the twist of the two smash factors. The
right adjoint to ΣTG

is also levelwise given by the internal hom ΩTG
, i.e. ΩTG

(X)n =
ΩTG

(Xn) with bonding maps adjoint to

Xn ∧ TG
τ−→ TG ∧Xn

σX−−→ Xn+1.

Together these two functors give the suspension adjunction

(4.2) ΣTG
: SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧−) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧−) : ΩTG

.

To be able to untwist the levelwise smashing inside the definition of the functor
TG ∧ − an important condition appears to be the symmetry of TG.

Lemma 4.1.9. There is an A1-homotopy in sPre·(GSm/k) between the cyclic
permutation of the smash factors

TG ∧ TG ∧ TG → TG ∧ TG ∧ TG
and the identity.

Proof. This is [HKO11b, Lemma 2] for the A1-local model structure with respect
to the equivariant Nisnevich topology, but the topology on GSm/k does not
matter for this statement to hold. �

A consequence, which is also true in the more general situation of Hovey’s
[Hov01, Theorem 9.3], is that smashing with TG is invertible in the stable model.

Theorem 4.1.10. The suspension adjunction (4.2) is a Quillen equivalence with
respect to the stable model structure.

Proof. Let Y be fibrant and f : TG ∧ X → Y in SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −).
By [Jar00, Corollary 3.16]

ev : TG ∧ ΩTG
Y → Y

is a stable equivalence, so we may deduce from the commutative diagram

TG ∧ ΩTG
Y

ev∼

��
TG ∧X

Tf]
88qqqqqqqqqq f // Y

that f is a stable equivalence if and only if Tf is stable equivalence, which is
by [Jar00, Corollary 3.18] if and only if the adjoint morphism f ] is a stable
equivalence. �

Proposition 4.1.11. Let V be a representation of G. Then the adjunction

− ∧ SV : SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) : ΩV

is a Quillen equivalence.
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Proof. Smashing with SV is a left Quillen functor. There exists a representation
W such that V ⊕W ∼= nAG is a n-fold sum of the regular representation. Now
one can show using the theorem above that ΩnTG ◦ SW is ’Quillen inverse’ to
SV . �

In Definition 4.1.5 a morphism f : X → Y of equivariant spectra was defined
to be a stable equivalence if colimi(shΩ′TG

)iR(f) is a levelwise equivalence of
equivariant spectra. Equivalently, for all m,n ∈ N and all H ≤ G the induced
maps of all sectionwise n-th homotopy groups in level m of the H-fixed points
are isomorphisms, i.e.

(4.3) f∗ : colim
i

[G/H ∧ Sn ∧ TiG, Xm+i|U ]→ colim
i

[G/H ∧ Sn ∧ TiG, Ym+i|U ]

is an isomorphism of groups for all U ∈ Sm/k.
The standard simplicial enrichment of local homotopy theory on sPre(C) gives

us another splitting of TG.

Lemma 4.1.12. There is an isomorphism TG ∼= S1 ∧ (A[G]− 0) in the unstable
equivariant homotopy category.

Proof. Recall that TG ∼= A[G]/(A[G]−0) where A[G] is pointed by 1 and consider
the diagram

∂∆[1] ∧ (A[G]− 0) � � //
� _

��

A[G]

��

∼ // ∗

��
∆[1] ∧ (A[G]− 0) //

∼

��

P

��

// S1 ∧ (A[G]− 0)

∗ // TG
consisting of push out squares. The two morphisms decorated with a tilde are
A1-local weak equivalences. The vertical one being

∆[1] ∧ (A[G]− 0)
p∧id−−−→ ∆[0] ∧ (A[G]− 0) = ∗

and the horizontal one by Lemma 3.1.6. Further, both morphisms to the push
out P are cofibrations and hence by left properness there is a zig-zag

TG
∼←− P ∼−→ S1 ∧ (A[G]− 0)

of weak equivalences. �

Continuing from (4.3) we compute that f is stable equivalence if and only if
the induced map

colim
i

[G/H∧Sn+i∧(A[G]−0)i, Xm+i|U ]→ colim
i

[G/H∧Sn+i∧(A[G]−0)i, Ym+i|U ]
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is an isomorphism. This leads naturally to the following definition.

Definition 4.1.13. Let X in SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧−). The weighted stable

homotopy groups πHs,tX are defined to be the presheaf of groups on Sm/k given
by

πHs,t(X)(U) = colim
i≥0

[G/H ∧ Ss+i ∧ (A[G]− 0)t+i ∧ U+, Xi]

Lemma 4.1.14. A morphism f : X → Y of equivariant spectra is a stable
equivalence if and only if it induces isomorphisms

πHs,t(f) : πHs,t(X)
∼=−→ πHs,t(Y )

for all s, t ∈ Z and H ≤ G.

Proof. This is the analog of [Jar00, Lemma 3.7] �

Cofiber and Fiber Sequences. Recall from Theorem 4.1.7 and Proposition 4.1.11
that we consider SpN(GSm/k) as a proper stable model category. The theory
of cofiber and fiber sequences is therefore quite convenient. Given a morphism
f : X → Y of equivariant spectra the homotopy cofiber (resp. homotopy fiber) is
defined by the homotopy push out (resp. homotopy pullback) square

X
f //

��

Y

��

hofib(f) //

��

∗

��
∗ // hocofib(f) X

f // Y.

The simplicial structure on SpN(GSm/k) provided by Theorem 4.1.7 implies that
there is a stable weak equivalence

hocofib(X → ∗) ' S1 ∧X.

At this point we omit a thorough introduction of the triangulated structure
on the stable homotopy category SH(k,G) via S1/(A[G]− 0)-bispectra and (co-
) fiber sequences which works out perfectly analogous to what is developed in
Jardine’s Section 3.3 of [Jar00]. Instead, we just state the following important
consequence.

Lemma 4.1.15. Given a cofiber sequence

X
f−→ Y → hocofib(f)

of equivariant spectra, there is a long exact sequence of presheaves of groups

(4.4) . . .→ πGs,t(X)→ πGs,t(Y )→ πGs,t(hocofib(f))→ πGs−1,t(X)→ . . .
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4.2. Naive G-Spectra and Change of Universe. For a smooth connection
between stable equivariant and non-equivariant homotopy theories it is convenient
to introduce naive G-spectra, a natural intermediate. We mirror some results
from the topological theory, where our reference is [LMS86, Section II].

Definition 4.2.1. An object in SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −) is called a (sequen-

tial) naive G-spectrum. We consider the category SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧−) of
naive G-spectra as endowed with the stable model structure analogous to (4.1),

i.e. take the A1-local injective model structure with respect to the H-Nisnevich
topology on sPre.(GSm/k) and localize the levelwise (projective) model structure

on SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −) along stable equivalences.

We will usually continue to call an object E in SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)
an equivariant spectrum or G-spectrum, but to emphasize the distinction E is
sometimes called a genuine G-spectrum.

Given a non-equivariant spectrum X in SpN(sPre.(Sm/k) we may apply the
canonical prolongation of the trivial G-action functor (4.9)

(−)tr : sPre(Sm/k)→ sPre(GSm/k)

on X to obtain a naive G spectrum Xtr. Let E be any naive G-spectrum and

define a genuine G-spectrum i∗E by (i∗E)n = T̃nG ∧ En with bonding maps

TG ∧ i∗En ∼= T̃G ∧ T ∧ i∗En
id∧σn−−−−→ T̃n+1

G ∧ En+1.

The resulting functor i∗ from naive to genuine G-spectra has a right adjoint i∗,

which is defined by (i∗E)n = HomG(T̃nG, En) with bonding maps

T ∧ i∗En → i∗En+1 = HomG(T̃n+1
G , En+1) adjoint to

T̃n+1
G ∧ T ∧ i∗En ∼= TG ∧ T̃nG ∧HomG(T̃nG, En)

ev−→ TG ∧ En
σn−−→ En+1.

This way, we have defined a change of universe adjunction

i∗ : SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) : i∗.

The name is derived from an account to classical stable equivariant topology
based on coordinate-free spectra, where spectra are indexed on a universe with
a trivial G-action in the naive case and indexed on a universe of arbitrary repre-
sentations in the genuine case.

Lemma 4.2.2. The change of universe adjunction (i∗, i
∗) is a Quillen adjunction

with respect to the stable model structures.

Proof. The pair (i∗, i
∗) is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the levelwise model

structures. Let X be a stably fibrant genuine G-spectrum, in particular we have
weak equivalences

Xn
∼−→ HomG(TG, Xn+1)
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of A1-locally fibrant simplicial presheaves for every n. The right Quillen functor

HomG(T̃nG,−) preserves them and we compute

i∗Xn
∼= HomG(T̃nG, Xn) ' HomG(T̃nG,HomG(TG, Xn+1))

∼= HomG(T̃nG ∧ TG, Xn+1)

∼= HomG(T,HomG(T̃n+1
G , Xn+1)) = (ΩT i

∗X)n

and note that i∗X is a stably fibrant naive G-spectrum [Jar00, Lemma 2.7].
Further, the adjunction (i∗, i

∗) is compatible with the simplicial enrichments
and we combine this with the (SM7)-style characterization of stable equivalences
[Jar00, Corollary 2.12]: Let W be a stably fibrant and levelwise-injective fibrant
genuine G-spectrum and let f : X → Y be a trivial cofibration of naive G-spectra.
The diagram

sSet(i∗Y,W )
i∗f
∗
//

∼=
��

sSet(i∗X,W )

∼=
��

sSet(Y, i∗W )
∼
f∗
// sSet(X, i∗W )

commutes and therefore i∗f is stable equivalence (and a cofibration). �

The forgetful functor (−)e : sPre(GSm/k) → sPre(Sm/k) (the e-fixed points
functor) also has a canonical prolongation

(−)e : SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −)→ SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −)

and for a (genuine) G-spectrum E, we call Ee (resp. (i∗E)e) the underlying non-
equivariant spectrum of E.

Lemma 4.2.3. Let E be a naive G-spectrum. The unit morphism

E → i∗i∗E

is a non-equivariant stable equivalence.

Proof. Let X be a naive G-equivariant suspension spectrum. Consider the com-
mutative diagram

(4.5) Xe //

∼

��

i∗i∗X
e

∼
��

R∞Xe // R∞i∗i∗X
e
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of non-equivariant spectra. We compare domain and codomain of the lower hor-
izontal morphism. The level n in the domain is given by

R∞Xe
n = colim

j≥0
Hom(T j , Xe

j+n)

= colim
j≥0

Hom(T j , T j ∧Xe
n)

while for the codomain we need a few transformations to compute

R∞i∗i∗X
e
n = colim

j≥0
Hom(T j , i∗i∗X

e
j+n)

= colim
j≥0

Hom(T j , i∗i∗X
e
j+n)

= colim
j≥0

Hom(T j ,HomG(T̃j+nG , T̃j+nG ∧Xj+n)e)

= colim
j≥0

HomG(G+ ∧ T
j ∧ T̃j+nG , T̃j+nG ∧Xj+n)

and replace G+ ∧ T̃j+nG by the weakly equivalent G+ ∧ T
(j+n)(|G|−1). The equi-

variant weak equivalence is given by G+ ∧ Y
e → G+ ∧ Y, (g, x) 7→ (g, g · x) in

sPre.(GSm/k). We continue

' colim
j≥0

HomG(G+ ∧ T
j+(j+n)(G−1), T̃j+nG ∧Xj+n)

= colim
j≥0

Hom(T j+(j+n)(G−1), (T̃j+nG ∧Xj+n)e)

= colim
j≥0

Hom(T j+(j+n)(G−1), T j+(j+n)(G−1) ∧Xe
n).

Thus, the (filtered and hence homotopy) colimit in the codomain is taken over
a cofinal system for the colimit in the domain. Therefore the lower horizontal
morphism is a levelwise equivalence in diagram (4.5).

Now let X be an arbitrary naive G-spectrum. X is stably equivalent to the
colimit

colim(Σ∞T X0 → Σ∞T X1[−1]→ Σ∞T X1[−1]→ . . .)

shifted suspension spectra. By the same arguments as in [Jar00, Lemma 4.29], ba-
sically because stable weak equivalences are closed under filtered colimits [Jar00,
Lemma 3.12], the conclusion follows from the first part of this proof. �

Not only the forgetful functor (−)e has a canonical prolongation, but also its
space level adjoint functor ind = G+ ∧− has prolongates canonically due to the
twisting isomorphism G+ ∧ T ∧X ∼= T ∧G+ ∧X to naive G-spectra.

Lemma 4.2.4. The adjunction

ind : SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −) : res = (−)e

is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the stable model structures.
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Proof. First, note that (ind, res) is a Quillen adjunction for the levelwise model
structures by Lemma 3.3.8 and that res preserves levelwise equivalences. Since
we have

res(R∞X) = res

(
colim
n≥0

HomG(Tn, Xn)

)
∼= colim

n≥0
res (HomG(Tn, Xn))

∼= colim
n≥0

Hom(Tn, res(Xn)) = R∞res(X)

it follows that res also preserves stable equivalences. Together with a character-
ization of stably fibrant objects [Jar00, Lemma 2.7& 2.8] a similar computation
reveals that res preserves stably fibrant objects. As the stable model structures
are left Bousfield localizations of the levelwise ones, it is sufficient to show that
ind maps trivial cofibrations to stable equivalences. So let f : X → Y be a
trivial cofibration in SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧−) and let W be a stably fibrant and

injective-levelwise fibrant object in SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −). We make use of
the simplicial structure and observe that the diagram

sSet(ind(Y ),W )
ind(f)∗//

∼=
��

sSet(ind(X),W )

∼=
��

sSet(Y, res(W ))
∼
f∗
// sSet(X, res(W ))

commutes and that res(W ) is still stably fibrant and ’injective’. Thus, ind(f) is
stable equivalence [Jar00, Corollary 2.12]. �

Lemma 4.2.5. Let d : E → F be a non-equivariant stable equivalence of naive
G-spectra and let X be stably equivalent to an induced naive G-spectrum. Then
the map

d∗ : [X,E]
∼=−→ [X,F ]

is an isomorphism.

Proof. Due to naturality the diagram

[X,E]

d∗

��

∼= // [ind(D), E]

d∗

��

∼= // [D,Ee]

de∗
��

[X,F ]
∼= // [ind(D), F ]

∼= // [D,F e]
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commutes, where the maps decorated with ’∼=’ are isomorphisms by Lemma 4.2.4
and the assumption of a stable equivalence between X and ind(D). Further, we
assume the de is a stable equivalence, hence (de)∗ and d∗ are isomorphisms. �

Proposition 4.2.6. Let X be stably equivalent to an induced naive G-spectrum
and let E be any naive G-spectrum. Then there is an isomorphism

i∗ : [X,E]
∼=−→ [i∗X, i∗E].

Proof. By Lemma 4.2.3 and Lemma 4.2.5 the morphism i∗ is a composition of
isomorphisms

i∗ : [X,E]
ηE−−→ [X, i∗i∗E] ∼= [i∗X, i∗E].

�

With the same arguments as for Lemma 4.2.4 all the other induction/restriction
adjunctions

indHG : sPre.(HSm/k) � sPre(GSm/k) : resGH

prolongate to Quillen adjunctions between the respective naive equivariant cat-
egories as well. This is also true for the fixed-point functors and we record the
following lemma for the study of fixed-point functor of genuine G-spectra in the
next subsection.

Lemma 4.2.7. For all H ≤ G, the canonically prolongated adjunction

(−)H : SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −) : (−)H

is a Quillen adjunction with respect to the stable model structure on both sides.

Proof. Again, note that ((−)H , (−)H) is a Quillen adjunction for the levelwise
model structures. Let f : X → Y be a stable acyclic cofibration of non-
equivariant spectra. We have to show that fH is stable equivalence of naive

G-spectra or equivalently that for all n ∈ N and K ≤ G the morphism R∞(fH)Kn
is an A1-local weak equivalence. Since we have

Hom(T i, XK) = HomsPre(T i ∧ (̃ )+, X
K)

∼= HomsPre(G)(T
i ∧G/K+ ∧ (̃ )+, X)

∼= HomG(T i, X)K

we see that (R∞(fH)n)K ∼= R∞((fH)K)n and the statement follows from Lemma
3.3.8. �
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4.3. Characterization of Stable Weak Equivalences. In this section we de-
fine two fixed point functors

(−)H : SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)→ SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −)(4.6)

ΦH : SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)→ SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −)(4.7)

from G-spectra to non-equivariant spectra for any subgroup H ≤ G. The situa-
tion is pretty much the same as in classical stable equivariant homotopy theory,
where the (Lewis-May) fixed point functor (−)H has the expected left adjoint,

but is rather abstract and the geometric fixed point functor ΦH is the levelwise
extension of the unstable fixed point functor. We show that both families of
fixed-point functors detect motivic equivariant stable weak equivalences. This
means that we obtain two stable versions of Proposition 3.3.9.

The Lewis-May fixed points. For a non-equivariant T -spectrum E we define the
push forward Efixed to a genuine G-spectrum by the composition
(4.8)

SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −)
(−)fixed //

(−)tr ))SSSSSSSSSSSSSS
SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)

SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −),

i∗

55kkkkkkkkkkkkkkk

that is Xfixed is the genuine G-equivariant spectrum defined by

(Xfixed)n = T̃G
n
∧ (Xn)tr

where T̃G is the representation sphere associated to the reduced regular repre-
sentation and (Xn)tr is the image of Xn under the left adjoint functor (−)tr from
the adjunction

(4.9) (−)tr : sPre.(Sm/k) � sPre.(GSm/k) : (−)G

of left Kan extensions, cf. (2.7). The bonding maps of Xfixed are defined by

TG ∧ T̃G
∧n
∧ tr(Xn) //____

∼= τ

��

T̃G
∧n+1

∧ tr(Xn+1)

T̃G ∧ T̃G
∧n
∧ T ∧ tr(Xn)

id∧σn

55jjjjjjjjjjjjjjj

Since not only (−)tr, but by Lemma 4.2.7 the whole family of fixed-point
adjunctions canonically prolongates to Quillen adjunctions

(−)H : SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), T ∧ −) : (−)H

we may compose adjoints and make the following definition.
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Definition 4.3.1. Let X be a genuine G-equivariant spectrum. We define the
(Lewis-May) H-fixed points of X by

XH := (i∗X)H .

Lemma 4.3.2. The adjunction

(−)fixed : SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −) � SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −) : (−)G

as well as the other H-fixed point adjunctions are Quillen adjunctions with respect
to the stable model structures.

Proof. The Lewis-May fixed point adjunctions are compositions of Quillen ad-
junctions by Lemma 4.2.2 (change of universe) and Lemma 4.2.7 (naive fixed
points). �

Proposition 4.3.3. Let f : X → Y be a morphism in SpN(sPre(GSm/k)). Then
the following are equivalent

(1) f is a stable weak equivalence.

(2) For all subgroups H ≤ G, the morphism fH is a stable equivalence of
non-equivariant spectra.

Proof. The morphism f is a stable equivalence of G-spectra if and only if it
induces isomorphisms on all weighted stable homotopy groups πHs,t. We compute

[G/H ∧ Ss+j ∧ (A[G]− 0)t+j , Xj ]
G ∼= [G/H ∧ Ss+j ∧ (Gm)t+j ∧ T̃G

t+j
, Xi]

G

where we use Lemma 4.1.12 and the splitting TG = T ∧ T̃G ' S
1 ∧Gm ∧ T̃G, so

that we can (cofinally) replace A[G]− 0 by Gm ∧ T̃G and obtain

∼= [G/H ∧ Ss+j ∧ (Gm)t+j ,Ωt+j
T̃G

Xj ]
G

∼= [G/H ∧ Ss+j ∧ (Gm)t+j , i∗X[−t]j ]
G

∼= [Ss+j ∧ (Gm)t+j , i∗X[−t]j ]
H

∼= [Ss+j ∧ (Gm)t+j , i∗X[−t]Hj ]

So that equivalently fH induces isomorphisms on non-equivariant weighted stable
homotopy groups and hence is a stable equivalence for all H ≤ G. �

The geometric fixed points. We will need the following lemma to extend the ad-
junction of Corollary 3.2.11 from unstable to stable homotopy theories.

Lemma 4.3.4. The G-fixed points of the regular representation sphere are canon-
ically isomorphic to the Tate object T , i.e.

(TG)G ∼= T
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Proof. The regular representation A[G] decomposes into a sum ⊕ni=1miUi of in-
equivalent irreducible representations Ui. Let U1 be the trivial representation,
which splits off canonically due to the norm element Σg∈Gg in the finite group
case. Then we have

UGi
∼=

{
A1 if i = 1

0 else,

because non-trivial fixed-points would give a G-invariant submodule and hence a
G-invariant complement (by Maschke’s Theorem in our case). �

Corollary 4.3.5. There is a canonical natural isomorphism

(− ∧ T ) ◦ (−)G → (−)G ◦ (− ∧ TG)

of functors sPre.(GSm/k) → sPre.(Sm/k) and hence a prolongation of the ad-
junction (3.1) to an adjunction

ΦG : SpN(sPre.(GSm/k), (− ∧ TG)) � SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), (− ∧ T )).

Proof. The left Kan extension (−)G from Corollary 3.2.11 preserves smash prod-
ucts, since it is also right adjoint by Remark 3.2.12.

Therefore the isomorphism from the lemma above gives a natural isomorphism

T ∧ (−)G ∼= TGG ∧ (−)G ∼= (TG ∧ −)G.

From this natural transformation τ : ((−)G ∧ T )
∼=−→ (− ∧ TG)G one obtains a

prolongation of (−)G by (X.)
G
n = (Xn)G with bonding maps

T ∧XG
n

τXn

��

//____ XG
n+1

(TG ∧Xn)G
σG
n

99ssssssssss

To prolongate the right adjoint RG of (−)G one needs a natural transformation

TG ∧R
G(−)→ RG(T ∧ −),

but using the adjunction and in particular the counit ε we obtain natural mor-
phisms

(TG ∧R
G(−))G ∼= T ∧ (RG(−))G

id∧ε−−−→ T ∧ −.
The prolongations are still adjoint. �

Remark 4.3.6. For a finite group G the norm element Σg∈Gg ∈ A[G] gives a

canonical splitting A[G] ∼= A1 × Ã[G] of the trivial part of the regular represen-
tation. Therefore, we have a canonical morphism from the Tate object T with
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a trivial action to the regular representation sphere TG which factors for any
H ≤ G as

T //

cH ��?
?

?
? TG

THG

>>}}}}}}}}

This canonical morphism cH gives a natural transformation

T ∧ (−)H
cH−−→ THG ∧ (−)H ∼= (TG ∧ −)H

which leads to a prolongation of the H-fixed points to a functor

(4.10) ΦH : SpN(sPre.(GSm/k),TG ∧ −)→ SpN(sPre.(Sm/k), T ∧ −).

Lemma 4.3.7. Let X ∈ sPre·(GSm/k) and let Y be a genuine equivariant G-
spectrum. For all subgroups H ≤ G, we have

ΦH(X ∧ Y ) = XH ∧ ΦH(Y ).

In particular, ΦG is compatible with suspension spectra in the sense that

ΦG(Σ∞TG
X) = Σ∞T X

G.

Proof. The geometric fixed points functor ΦH is a prolongation and smashing
with a space is defined as a levelwise smash product, thus the first statement
follows from the compatibility of the space level fixed point functors with smash
products. For the second statement additionally use Lemma 4.3.4. �

One adds a disjoint basepoint to the unique morphism EG→ ∗ and then takes
the homotopy cofiber of the suspension spectra in SpN(GSm/k) to acquire the
cofiber sequence

(4.11) EG+ → S0 p−→ ẼG,

which is of fundamental importance in equivariant homotopy theory.

Lemma 4.3.8. The unreduced suspension ẼG defined by the cofiber sequence

EG+ → S0 → ẼG

is non-equivariantly contractible.

Proof. The space EG is non-equivariantly contractible by Lemma 5.1.2, hence
the morphism EG+ → S0 of spectra is stable weak equivalence of the underlying
non-equivariant spectra. Applying [Jar00, Lemma 3.7] twice to the long exact
sequence of underlying T spectra

. . .→ πt+1,s(ẼG)→ πt,s(EG+)
∼=−→ πt,s(S

0)→ πt,s(ẼG)→ . . .

we see that ẼG is contractible. �
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Lemma 4.3.9. Let f : X → Y be a non-equivariant stable equivalence of equi-
variant motivic spectra. Then

id∧f : EG+ ∧X → EG+ ∧ Y

is an equivariant stable equivalence.

Proof. We consider the cofiber sequence

X
f−→ Y → hocofib(f) =: Z

and assume that Z is non-equivariantly contractible. Let Z → Z ′ be a stably
fibrant replacement in SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG ∧ −). Then Z ′ is levelwise non-
equivariantly contractible and EG+ ∧ Z is stably equivalent to EG+ ∧ Z

′. But

EG+∧Z
′ is even equivariantly levelwise contractible and hence so is EG+∧Z. �

For a comparison of geometric and Lewis-May fixed points, we introduce the
following generalization of EG. A family of subgroups of G is defined to be a set F
of subgroups of G, such that F is closed under taking subgroups and conjugation.
Given such a family F , there might exist a G-representation V = VF with the
property that

(4.12) V H is

{
> 0 if H ∈ F ,
0 if H 6∈ F .

On the other hand, given a G-representation V , the set of subgroups with defining
property (4.12) is a family of subgroups. We consider the cofiber sequence

(V − 0)+ → S0 → SV

and observe that the fixed points (SV )H are computed by the diagram

(V − 0)H //

��

V H

��
∗ // (SV )H .

Thus, (SV )H is S0 for subgroups H which are not in F and otherwise (SV )H

is equal to S2r,r, for some r > 0. Denote by EF the infinite smash product

colimj≥0(V − 0)∧j and by ẼF the infinite smash product colimj≥0(SV )∧j . It

follows that ẼF
H

is S0 if H is not in F . For a subgroup H ∈ F the H-fixed points
are an infinite smash of positive dimensional spheres and therefore contractible.
In particular, we note that for the family P of all proper subgroups of G, the
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reduced regular representation gives an adequate representation and the fixed

points of the unreduced suspension ẼP are given by

ẼP
H
'

{
∗ if H < G

S0 if H = G.

Lemma 4.3.10. The evaluation morphism

(ẼP ∧X)G → ΦG(X)

is a levelwise equivalence of non-equivariant spectra.

Proof. We compute that

(ẼP ∧X)Gn = HomG(T̃nG, ẼP ∧Xn)G

∼= sSetG(T̃nG ∧ (−)tr, ẼP ∧Xn)

where T̃nG is a homotopy colimit of equivariant cells G/H+∧S
pH ,qH and therefore

∼= holim
H≤G

sSetG(G/H+ ∧ S
pH ,qH ∧ (−)tr, ẼP ∧Xn)

∼= holim
H≤G

sSet(SpH ,qH ∧ (−)tr, ẼP
H
∧XH

n )

All the non-initial holim-factors corresponding to proper subgroups are con-

tractible and since Ã[G] has no trivial subrepresentation we have (pG, qG) = (0, 0),
so that

' sSet(S0 ∧ (−)tr, ẼP
G
∧XG

n )

∼= XG
n .

�

We are now ready for a characterization of equivariant stable equivalences
by their geometric fixed points. The topological analogue of the following theo-
rem seems to be surprisingly rare in the literature. The author has learned the
topological statement from a recent paper of Ragnarsson [Rag10, Proposition
3.1]. However, the proof below is essentially a transformation of the one given in
[Sch11, Theorem 6.13].

Proposition 4.3.11. Let f : X → Y be a morphism in SpN(sPre.(GSm/k)).
Then the following are equivalent

(1) f is a stable weak equivalence.

(2) For all subgroups H ≤ G, the morphism ΦH(f) is a stable equivalence of
non-equivariant spectra.
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Proof. Assume that f is a stable equivalence. Let PH be the family of all proper

subgroups of H. When applying the left Quillen functor ẼPH ∧ − we still have
a stable equivalence and by Proposition 4.3.3 for all subgroups H of G we thus
have a non-equivariant stable equivalence

(ẼPH ∧ f)H : (ẼPH ∧X)H → (ẼPH ∧ Y )H

which implies by Lemma 4.3.10 that ΦH(f) is a stable equivalence.

Conversely, assume that for all subgroups H of G the map ΦH(f) on geometric
fixed points is a stable equivalence. Now we proceed by induction on the order of
G. For |G| = 1 there is nothing to show, since ΦG is basically the identity then.
So let G be non-trivial and assume the claim to be true for all proper subgroups
of G. So resGHf is an equivariant stable equivalence for all proper subgroups H

of G and by Proposition 4.3.3 this implies that for these subgroups also fH is
an non-equivariant stable equivalence. We are going to show that fG is a stable
equivalence as well. Smashing f with the norm sequence (4.11) for EP we obtain
a diagram

EP ∧X

��

// X //

f

��

ẼP ∧X

��
EP ∧ Y // Y //

ẼP ∧ Y
where EP+ ∧ f is a stable equivalence by an argument completely analogous to

the proof of Lemma 4.3.9. We may apply (−)G to the whole diagram above and

using Lemma 4.3.10 we find that fG is surrounded by stable equivalences in the
diagram

(EP ∧X)G

∼
��

// XG //

fG

��

(ẼP ∧X)G

∼
��

(EP ∧ Y )G // Y G // (ẼP ∧ Y )G

with rows cofiber sequences. Therefore, fG is a stable equivalence and we con-
clude again by using Proposition 4.3.3 that f itself is stable equivalence. �

4.4. Generalized Motivic Tate Cohomology. This section has inherited its
name from a book of nearly the same name by Greenlees and May [GM95]. In
fact, its content is in parts inspired by Part 1 of that book, where Greenlees
and May develop the general theory of the technical core of [Gre88b]. Given
a G-spectrum E one may associate to it an E-Borel spectrum c(E), a co-Borel
spectrum f(E) and a Tate spectrum t(E) and study their interplay by a so-called
norm sequence

f(E)→ c(E)→ t(E).
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As discussed in the introduction this leads to a convenient framework for an
investigation of the Segal conjecture and its generalizations.

We review the construction of the norm sequence directly in our motivic set-
ting. Let E be a G-equivariant motivic spectrum. The morphism (EG → ∗)+

was already used to build the cofiber sequence (4.11) and we make use of it again
to obtain an induced morphism

ε : E = F (S0, E)→ F (EG+, E)

of equivariant motivic spectra. Next, we smash the morphism ε with the cofiber
sequence (4.11) and this provides us with what is called a Tate diagram in
[HKO11b, 3.3]; the diagram

(4.13) EG+ ∧ E

∼
��

// E //

ε

��

ẼG ∧ E

��
EG+ ∧ F (EG+, E) // F (EG+, E) // ẼG ∧ F (EG+, E)

with rows cofiber sequences and the bottom row known as the norm sequence.
The following nomenclature is standard in topology (cf. [GM95, p. 178]) and will
be adopted here:

EG+ ∧ E is stably equivalent to EG+ ∧ F (EG+, E) by Lemma 4.3.9

and is called the co-Borel spectrum or free spectrum of E and is therefore com-
monly denoted by f(E).

F (EG+, E) is known as the Borel spectrum associated to E.

In modern terminology it is denoted by c(E) and also known as the geometric
completion of E, but we stick to the more classical b(E) since we will mostly
consider it for representing ordinary motivic Borel cohomology.

ẼG ∧ F (EG+, E) is the Tate spectrum associated to E and denoted by t(E).

At this point we may comment a little bit on the aforementioned relation to
the Atiyah-Segal completion theorem and the Segal conjecture. In a modern
and generalized formulation of these statements it is the morphism ε from (4.13)
which is shown to be a completion at the augmentation ideal I of the Burnside
ring [GM92], i.e. the induced morphism

ε∗ : E∧I → F (EG+, E)

known as the completion conjecture map is a stable equivalence, when E is the
equivariant push forward of complex topological K-theory in case of the Atiyah-
Segal completion theorem or when E is the sphere spectrum in case of the Segal
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conjecture. Motivically there has been a first progress towards an algebraic K-
theory analogue of the Atiyah-Segal theorem by the - more or less ad-hoc - results
of Knizel-Neshitov [KN11] and Krishna [Kri12].

Next, we implement a notation of equivariant motivic cell spectra in analogy
to [DI05].

Definition 4.4.1. A spectrum X in SpN(sPre·(GSm/k),TG ∧−) is an equivari-

ant cell spectrum if it is the homotopy colimit of a diagramD : I → SpN(GSm/k),
such that for all i ∈ I the object D(i) is an element of the set {G/H+∧S

p,q | p, q ∈
Z, H ≤ G}. Moreover, X is called cellularly G-free if it is {G+ ∧ S

p,q | p, q ∈ Z}-
cellular in the sense above.

Lemma 4.4.2. Let X be a cellularly G-free spectrum and let E be any G-
spectrum. Then the Tate cohomology associated to E vanishes on X, i.e.

t(E)p,q(X) = 0 for all p, q ∈ Z.

Proof. Any map X → t(E) is build from morphisms G+ ∧ S
p,q → t(E). These

correspond by Quillen adjunction to non-equivariant morphisms Sp,q → t(E)
which are null-homotopic by Lemma 4.3.8. �

Definition 4.4.3. A spectrum X in SpN(GSm/k) is called G-free if the mor-
phism

EG+ ∧X
0+∧id−−−−→ S0 ∧X ∼= X

is an equivariant stable equivalence.

Lemma 4.4.4. Any cellularly G-free spectrum is G-free.

Proof. By Proposition 4.3.11 the geometric fixed point functors detect stable
equivariant equivalences and by Lemma 4.3.7 ΦH is compatible with smash
products. Therefore, the statement follows from non-equivariant equivalence
(EG+)e ' S0 of simplicial presheaves. �

Lemma 4.4.5. Let X be a free G-space or G-spectrum and let E be any G-
spectrum. Then the Tate homology associated to E vanishes on X, i.e.

t(E)p,q(X) = 0 for all p, q ∈ Z.

Proof. As X is a free G-spectrum, by definition we know that

X ∧ EG+ ∧ E → X ∧ E

is an equivariant stable equivalence and hence the homology of the co-Borel and
the Borel theory associated to E coincide and the Tate homology vanishes on
X. �
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5. Motivic Borel Cohomology

In the theory of transformation groups it has become an essential tool to study
a G-object X by studying the cohomology of the associated action groupoid. This
idea was introduced in equivariant topology by Borel in [Bor60] where he first
made ’a systematic use of the twisted product X ×G EG of X with a universal
bundle for G’. This twisted product became later known as the Borel construction
or the homotopy orbit space. Nowadays, the Borel construction is often just
attributed to the maxim of cofibrant replacement before applying a left Quillen
functor to get ’the correct homotopy type’. However, Borel’s idea was based
on the insight that the space X ×G EG comes along with a fibration to the
classifying space of G with fiber X and with a projection to the orbit space X/G
with fibers being the classifying spaces of the isotropy subgroups of G. Thus
the cohomology of X ×G EG is rich in equivariant information, combining the

cohomology of X,X/G,XG, BG, and the B(Gx)’s.

5.1. A Digression on Classifying Spaces. Any discussion of Borel cohomol-
ogy clearly requires a discussion of classifying spaces and the universal bundle.
In this section we will define the classifying space of a simplicial sheaf of groups
as a two sided bar construction and compare this with the étale classifying space,
a geometric model and Totaro’s finite dimensional approximations of the prin-
cipal G-bundle EG → BG [Tot99]. Our discussion is highly influenced by the
corresponding discussions in [MV99, Tot99, EG98]

We start with the construction of that classifying space of simplicial sheaves
which is topologically convenient in the sense that it is just a slight generalization
of a topological model for the classifying space (cf. [May75, §7]).

Definition 5.1.1 (two-sided bar construction). Let G be a simplicial sheaf of
groups and let X,Y be simplicial sheaves with a right, resp. left, G-action. Define
the simplicial sheaf B(X,G, Y ) to be given in simplicial degree n by

B(X,G, Y )n : Sm/kop → sSet, U 7→ X(U)n × (G(U)n)×n × Y (U)n.

The i-th face map is defined to be

din : B(X,G, Y )n → B(X,G, Y )n−1,

(x, g1, . . . , gn, y) 7→


(x · g1, g2, . . . , gn, y) i = 0

(x, g1, . . . , gi · gi+1, . . . , gn, y) 0 < i < n

(x, g1, . . . , gn−1, gny) i = n.

The bar-construction is functorial in all three variables. One defines

E(G) := B(∗, G,G) and B(G) := B(∗, G, ∗).
Lemma 5.1.2. Let G be a finite abstract group. Then E(G) is non-equivariantly
locally weak equivalent to Spec(k).
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Proof. E(G) is the Čech nerve associated to the Nisnevich covering G→ Spec(k),
so that E(G) is contractible by Example 2.3.3. �

The universal principal G-bundle is the map E(G)→ B(G), induced by map-
ping G to the terminal object in the third variable. There is a free G-action on
E(G) given in simplicial degree n by

(g, (g0, . . . , gn)) 7→ (g0, . . . , gn−1, g · gn).

Lemma 5.1.3. For the diagonal action on E(G)×X there is an isomorphism

E(G)×G X ∼= B(∗, G,X).

Proof. We may neglect the choice of a section of the simplicial sheafs involved.
The orbit space on the left hand side is the quotient of B(∗, G,G) × X, where
tuples (gi, X) and (hi, x

′) are identified if and only if there exists a g ∈ G such
that

(∀i = 0, . . . , n− 1 : gi = hi) ∧ (g · gn = hn) ∧ (gx = x′)

which is equivalent to

(∀i = 0, . . . , n− 1 : gi = hi) ∧ (g−1
n x = h−1

n x′).

Thus, the map

B(∗, G,G)×G X → B(∗, G,X), [(g0, . . . , gn, x)] 7→ (g0, . . . , gn−1, g
−1
n x)

is well-defined and seen to be an isomorphism by straightforward computation.
�

It is worthwhile to note that this classifying space has some expected homo-
topical meaning: For a simplicial sheaf of groups G, a principal G-bundle is a
G-equivariant morphism E → X of simplicial sheaves, such that E has a free
G-action, X has a trivial G-action and the adjoint morphism E/G → X is an
isomorphism. Let P (X,G) denote the set of isomorphism classes of principal
G-bundles over X. Morel and Voevodsky prove [MV99, Proposition 4.1.15] that
for G of simplicial dimension zero there is a natural bijection

P (X,G)→ HomHs
(X,BG).

To impose étale descent on the classifying space BG (5.1.1) the so-called étale
classifying space is introduced.

Definition 5.1.4. The identity functor idSm/k induces a morphism of sites π :

Sm/ket → Sm/kNis and hence induces an adjunction

π∗ : Hs(k) � Hs(sShv(Sm/ket)) : Rπ∗

between the homotopy categories of the local model structures (see [MV99,
Proposition 2.1.47]). Here Rπ∗ is the total right derived of the direct image
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functor π∗. Let G be a simplicial sheaf of groups on Sm/kNis. The étale classi-
fying space BetG is defined as Rπ∗π

∗BG.

The unit η : id → Rπ∗π
∗ gives a canonical morphism BG → BetG in Hs(k).

Since the classifying spaces classify principal bundles P (−, G) = H1(−, G) one
obstruction for ηBG to be an isomorphism is the coincidence of the first Nisnevich
and étale cohomology groups

H1
Nis(U,G) = [U,BG]

ηBG∗−−−−−→ [U,BetG] = H1
et(U,G).

More precisely, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1.5. The canonical morphism BG → BetG is an isomorphism in

Hs(k) if and only if G is sheaf in the étale topology and H1
Nis(U,G) = H1

et(U,G)
for all U ∈ Sm/k.

Proof. This is [MV99, Lemma 4.1.18]. �

Unfortunately these classifying space are not exactly representable by schemes,
as for example it is shown in Proposition 5.4.3 that the classifying spaces tend to
have unbounded motivic cohomology in a way that conflicts with the vanishing
theorem [MVW06, Theorem 3.6] which says that

Hp,q(X,G) = 0 for p > q + dimX.

This kind of algebraic inaccessibility of EG and BG may have been the rea-
son why it took so long for Borel cohomology to enter into algebraic geometry
(cf. [Ful07, Lecture 1, Remark 1.4]). However, the following finite dimensional
approximations by Totaro [Tot99] make classifying spaces accessible for algebraic
geometry.

Lemma 5.1.6. Let G be a finite group, n ≥ q. There exists a representation V
of G over k with an open G-invariant subset Un such that G acts freely on Un
and complement of Un has codimension ≥ n and such that Un → Un/G exists in
Sm/k.

Proof. Assume G 6= 0. The standard action of G on the regular representation
A[G] is free on an open subset U1, such that the complement of U1 has a non-zero
codimension. Let Un be the product of the n copies of U1 in A[G]n. Thus G acts
freely on Un and the complement Vn := A[G]n \ Un has a codimension

codimA[G]n(Vn) = n · codimA[G](V1) ≥ n.

The quotient ϕ : AnG → AnG/G exists in Sm/k by [MV99, §4.4.2] and so the
restriction to the (image of the) G-free open subscheme Un → Un/G also exists
in Sm/k. �
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Definition 5.1.7. Including AnG
∼=−→ AnG × 0 ⊂ A(n+1)G the above proof gives

closed embeddings Un → Un+1 and Un/G → Un+1/G. Define EgmG and BgmG
to be the colimits of the corresponding sequences of simplicial étale sheaves, i.e.

EgmG = colim(U1 → U2 → . . . Un → . . .) ∈ sShv(Sm/k) and

BgmG = colim(U1/G→ U2/G→ . . . Un/G→ . . .) ∈ sShv(Sm/k).

The simplicial presheaf BgmG is called the geometric classifying space of G.
Following [MV99, Section 4.2] we have EgmG as a G-object in sShv(Sm/k), but
recall from (3.3) that there is a left adjoint external action functor

ext : sPre(GSm/k)→ G sPre(Sm/k).

This allows us to consider the diagram U1 → U2 → . . . as a diagram of representa-
bles in sPre(GSm/k) and hence to consider EgmG as an object in sPre(GSm/k),
such that by abuse of notation we have EgmG = ext(EgmG).

The schemes Ui/G approximate the motivic cohomology of BgmG in the fol-
lowing sense:

Proposition 5.1.8. The inclusions Ui → Ui+1 induce isomorphisms

Hr,s(Ui+1/G,Z/l)
∼=−→ Hr,s(Ui/G,Z/l)

in motivic cohomology of weight s < i.

Proof. This follows directly from [Voe03, Proposition 6.1]. �

The geometric classifying spaces depend on the choice of inclusions and repre-
sentations only up to isomorphism in Hs(k) as we will see in the next proposition,
which establishes a comparison between the étale and the geometric classifying
spaces.

Proposition 5.1.9. Let G ∈ Sm/k be a finite group over an infinite field. The
map BgmG→ BetG is a local weak equivalence.

Proof. This follows from [MV99, Proposition 4.2.6.] since with our assumptions

(AnG, Un, Un → Un+1) is an ’admissible gadget’ with a ’nice action of G’, which
for finite G is automatic for infinite fields. �

Example 5.1.10. Together with Lemma 5.1.5 the above proposition leads to
the following well known (cf. [VW99, Example 1.17]) comparison of geometric
and simplicial classifying spaces:

BgmGm ' BGm: This is the case n = 1 of a more general result [MV99,
Proposition 3.7] and an implication of an instance of Hilbert’s Theorem
90, telling that for any X ∈ Sm/k the canonical map

Pic(X)
∼=−→ H1

et(X,Gm)
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is an isomorphism [Mil80, Corollary 11.6].
BgmZ/2 6' BZ/2: Assume that char(k) 6= 2. There is a local weak equiv-

alence Z/2 → µ2, since the sheafifications are isomorphic, and thus an
equivalence BZ/2 ' Bµ2. Furthermore, there is also an equivalence
BgmZ/2 ' Bgmµ2. However, an obstruction for Bµ2 ' BgmZ/2 is the

vanishing of H1
et(K,µ2) for all finitely generated field extensions K of

k [MV99, Lemma 4.1.18], but H1
et(K,µ2) ∼= K×/K×2 is non-zero for

K = k(t).

Recall from Lemma 3.3.8 that the trivial G-action functor Sm/k → GSm/k
Kan-extends to a left Quillen functor tr : sPre(Sm/k) → sPre(GSm/k), which
we will also denote by trg in the following for distinction and to emphasize its
geometric nature. Further, in (3.3) we have constructed an externalization ad-
junction

ext : sPre(GSm/k) � G sPre(Sm/k) : int

which composes with the external quotient adjunction

−/G : G sPre(Sm/k) � sPre(Sm/k) : tre

to give a non-commutative diagram

sPre(Sm/k)

tre

''PPPPPPPPPPPP

trgwwnnnnnnnnnnnn

sPre(GSm/k)

77nnnnnnnnnnnn
ext // G sPre(Sm/k)
int

oo
−/G

ggPPPPPPPPPPPP

There is a difference between trg and = int◦ tre. Suppose they are equal, then
for all X ∈ sPre(Sm/R) there are isomorphisms

HomsPre(G)(Cgal, trgX) ∼= HomsPre(G)(Cgal, int ◦ treX),

but the left hand side is isomorphic to HomsPre(R, X) and the right hand side is
isomorphic to HomsPre(ext(Cgal)/G,X) by the adjunctions. Since we now have

HomsPre(R, X) ∼= HomsPre(ext(Cgal)/G,X)

for all X ∈ sPre(Sm/R), it would follow that the simplicial presheaf represented
by Spec(R) is isomorphic to the quotient ext(Cgal)/G which is defined by the
push out square

ext(Cgal)× G̃
α∗ //

pr

��

ext(Cgal)

��
ext(Cgal) // ext(Cgal)/G.
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Using Hom( ˜Spec(R), ext(Cgal)) = ∅, we see that evaluating at the point Spec(R)

gives ext(Cgal)/G(R) = ∅, while ˜Spec(R)(R) = ∗. Moreover, the lemma below
implies that trg is not even weakly equivalent to int ◦ tre.

Lemma 5.1.11. Let X in GSm/k such that the categorical quotient X/G exists
as a scheme and let F be in sPre(Sm/k). Then we have trg(F )(X) ∼= F (X/G).

Proof. As trg is a left Kan extension, we have

trg(F )(X) ∼= sSetsPre(GSm/k)

(
X̃, trg(colim

i

˜(Ui, [ni]))
)
,

where F in sPre(GSm/k) ∼= Pre(GSm/k × ∆) is written as a colimit of repre-
sentables, so that

∼= sSetsPre(GSm/k)

(
X̃, colim

i

˜(trg(Ui), [ni])
)

∼= colim
i

HomGSm/k

(
X, trg(Ui)

)
×∆ni

∼= colim
i

HomSm/k (X/G,Ui)×∆ni

∼= sSetsPre(Sm/k)

(
X̃/G, colim

i

˜(Ui, [ni])
)

∼= sSetsPre(Sm/k)

(
X̃/G, F

)
∼= F (X/G)

�

Given an X ∈ sPre(GSm/k) we could investigate simplicial Borel cohomology,
that is to study the motivic cohomology

H∗,∗(ext(EG×X)/G,A).

Instead we will focus on geometric Borel cohomology which we define as follows:

Definition 5.1.12. Let A be an abelian group. The motivic Borel cohomology
of a space X ∈ sPre(GSm/k) with coefficients in A is given by

bp,q(X,A) := Hp,q ((EG×X)//G,A) := [EG×X, trg(K(p, q, A))]G

where K(p, q, A) denotes the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane space for A co-
efficients.

5.2. A Representation of Motivic Borel Cohomology. In Definition 5.1.12
we have defined mod p motivic Borel cohomology for a space X ∈ sPre.(GSm/k)
as the group of homotopy classes of maps

br,s(X,Z/p) := [EG+ ∧X, trgK(r, s,Z/p)]G.
For any ring R, the motivic cohomology groups with coefficients in R are rep-
resentable by motivic Eilenberg-MacLane spaces K(p, q,R) [Voe03]. A closer
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analysis of these spaces provides a canonical morphism i : T → K(2, 1, R) and
multiplication morphisms

(5.1) µ : K(p, q,R) ∧K(p′, q′, R)→ K(p+ p′, q + q′, R),

cf. [Voe03, (2.1) & Theorem 2.2], which assemble to give a motivic Eilenberg-
MacLane spectrum HR defined by

HRn = K(2n, n,R) and

T ∧HRn
µ◦i−−→ HRn+1.

Building on the representability of motivic cohomology, we may construct a
spectrum that represents motivic Borel cohomology:

Proposition 5.2.1. There is an equivariant motivic spectrum b representing
mod p motivic Borel cohomology. Explicitly b is modeled by the equivariant spec-
trum F (EG+, HZ/p).

Proof. As we have already noticed above the Kan-extended trivial G-action func-
tor

trg : sPre.(Sm/k)→ sPre.(GSm/k)

prolongates canonically to a functor from non-equivariant spectra to naive G-
spectra. Thus, we may directly consider maps into the trivial Eilenberg-MacLane
spectrum trgHZ/p.

We have

br,s(X,Z/p) = [EG+ ∧X, trg(K(p, q,Z/p))]G

∼= [EG+ ∧X, trg(Ω
r,sK(0, 0,Z/p))]G

∼= [EG+ ∧X, ev0(trg(Ω
r,sHZ/p))]G

∼= [Σ∞T (EG+ ∧X), trg(Ω
r,sHZ/p)]naive

∼= [Σ∞T (EG+ ∧X),Ωr,strgHZ/p]naive

∼= [Sr,s ∧ EG+ ∧X, trgHZ/p]naive

∼= [X,F (EG+, trgHZ/p)]naiver,s

and in view of Proposition 4.2.6 and the fact that i∗Σ
∞
T X

∼= Σ∞TG
X we may also

represent motivic Borel cohomology by a genuine G-spectrum

∼= [X, i∗F (EG+, trgHZ/p)]genuiner,s

where we observe i∗F (EG+, X) ∼= F (EG+, i∗X) and recall from Definition (4.8)
that i∗ ◦ trg = (−)fixed, so that we end up with

∼= [X,F (EG+, HZ/pfixed)]
genuine
r,s .
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�

For some arguments concerning the convergence of the motivic Borel coho-
mology Adams spectral sequence in Section 6.2 it will be useful to know the
following.

Lemma 5.2.2. The underlying non-equivariant spectrum (i∗(HZ/pfixed))
e of the

trivially equivariant Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum is stably equivalent to HZ/p.

Proof. By Lemma 4.2.3 the unit of the change of universe adjunction is a non-
equivariant stable equivalence and so we conclude

HZ/p ∼= (trgHZ/p)e ∼−→ (i∗HZ/pfixed)
e.

�

5.3. Motivic co-Borel Theories. This subsection continues and specializes the
investigations from Section 4.4. We study the norm sequence

EG+ ∧ F (EG+, E)→ F (EG+, E)→ ẼG ∧ F (EG+, E)

of (4.13) for the equivariant spectrum E = HZ/p from Section 5.2. For this
reason we refine our abbreviations and set

c := f(HZ/p) = EG+ ∧ F (EG+, HZ/p),
b := b(HZ/p) = F (EG+, HZ/p),

t := t(HZ/p) = ẼG ∧ F (EG+, HZ/p).

We say that c∗,∗(X) and b∗,∗(X) are the ordinary motivic (co-) Borel cohomology
groups of a G-space X. The ordinary motivic Tate cohomology groups t∗,∗(X)
will not play any prominent role in our investigations outside of this subsection.
The following results are in parallel to [Gre88b, Section 1] and will be used for
computing the cohomology operations of motivic Borel cohomology in the next
subsection.

Lemma 5.3.1. The coefficient module c∗,∗ of the motivic co-Borel spectrum c is
isomorphic to H∗,∗(BG+).

Proof. We have

c∗,∗ = [S∗,∗, c] = [S∗,∗, EG+ ∧ b]
and apply Lemma 4.3.9 which gives a G-equivalence

EG+ ∧ b = EG+ ∧ F (EG+, HZ)
∼−→ EG+ ∧HZ

to obtain

c∗,∗
∼= [S∗,∗, EG+ ∧HZ].
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Now, the equivariant homotopy classes from the push forward of the non-equivariant
sphere are by Lemma 4.3.2 isomorphic to the non-equivariant homotopy classes
of maps from the spheres to the (Lewis-May) fixed-points (EG+∧HZ)G. Hence,
we may use the Adams isomorphism [HKO11b, Theorem 8] and triviality of the
G-action on HZ to finally compute

c∗,∗
∼= [S∗,∗, (EG+∧HZ)G] ∼= [S∗,∗, EG+∧GHZ] ∼= [S∗,∗, BG+∧HZ] ∼= H∗,∗(BG).

�

In [HKO10] a cellular spectrum E is defined to be k-connective if πm,nE = 0
for all m,n ∈ Z with m − n < k. Furthermore, E is called connective if it is
0-connective.

Lemma 5.3.2. Motivic co-Borel cohomology with Z/l coefficients is represented
by a connective spectrum.

Proof. BgmG is consists of schemes Uj/G, which by [Tot99, Remark 1.4] are
smooth quasi-projective schemes of some dimension d and so by [RØ08, Theorem

4.9] there is a duality isomorphism Hm,n(Uj/G) ∼= H2d−m,d−n(Uj/G). Therefore,
we have

πm,nc
∼= Hm,n(BG) ∼= colim

j
Hm,n(Uj/G) = 0 for m < n,

by the vanishing theorem [MVW06, Theorem 3.6]. �

Proposition 5.3.3. Let X be a G-equivariant motivic spectrum. From (4.13)
we obtain a long exact sequence

. . .→ c∗,∗(X)→ b∗,∗(X)→ t∗,∗(X)→ c∗,∗(Σ1,0X)→ . . .

Corollary 5.3.4. If X is cellularly G-free, then c∗,∗(X) ∼= b∗,∗(X).

Proof. This is an immediate consequence of the above proposition and the vanish-
ing of Tate theories in the case of a cellularly free G-action by Lemma 4.4.2. �

Corollary 5.3.5. If X is non-equivariantly weakly equivalent to Spec(k), then
c∗,∗(X) ∼= t∗,∗(X).

Proof. Since X is non-equivalently contractible Lemma 4.3.9 implies that EG+∧
X is equivariantly contractible and therefore Borel cohomology vanishes on X.

�

Proposition 5.3.6. We have isomorphisms

c∗,∗c ∼= b∗,∗c ∼= b∗,∗b.
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Proof. The spectrum c = EG+∧b is by Lemma 4.3.9 stably equivalent to EG+∧
HZ/ptr, so we can see that c is a cellularly G-free spectrum. Thus, we may apply
Corollary 5.3.4 to obtain an isomorphism

c∗,∗c
∼=−→ b∗,∗c

The second isomorphism can be explained by smashing the cofiber sequence (4.11)
with b to acquire the cofiber sequence

c = EG+ ∧ b→ b→ ẼG ∧ b.

Nonequivariantly ẼG ∧ b is still contractible, cf. Lemma 4.3.8, and therefore by
Corollary 5.3.5 the Borel cohomology of c is isomorphic to that of b. �

5.4. Stable Operations of Mod 2 Borel Cohomology. This subsection starts
out with a discussion of the algebraic structures on motivic Borel cohomology.
For example, the ring structure on usual motivic cohomology gives a ring struc-
ture on Borel cohomology. Furthermore, there are actions of H∗,∗(BG) and the
Steenrod algebra on motivic Borel cohomology. We recall Greenlees non-motivic
computation of the stable operations and proceed to give an analogous result.
Technically most important is that the graded algebra of stable operations is
still bounded below, which is used in the next section to construct the spectral
sequence. Computationally, the bigger picture of Theorem 5.4.11 is of course
essential. From this subsection on, we restrict our attention to cyclic groups
Z/l and assume that the base field contains a primitive l-th root of unity. This
assumption enables us to use Voevodsky’s computations concerning Bµ2 below,
while talking about BZ/2.

The multiplication from (5.1) given by morphisms µ : K(p, q,R)∧K(p′, q′, R)→
K(p+p′, q+q′, R) on Eilenberg-MacLane spectra further induces a multiplicative
structure on motivic cohomology:

Theorem 5.4.1. Let R be a commutative ring. Motivic cohomology H∗,∗(−, R)
has the structure of an associative and graded commutative R-algebra.

Proof. [Voe03, Theorem 2.2.] �

Corollary 5.4.2. Motivic Borel cohomology b∗,∗(−, R) has the structure of an
associative and graded commutative R-algebra.

By use of the above multiplicativity and the induced map

p∗ : H∗,∗(BG,R)→ H∗,∗(EG+ ∧G X,R)

we have b∗,∗(Spec(k), R)-module structure on b∗,∗(X,R). The base ring b∗,∗ has
been computed in various cases by Voevodsky:
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Proposition 5.4.3 ([Voe03, Theorem 6.10]). Let G be cyclic of order l and k be
a field of characteristic zero containing a primitive l-th root of unity. There is
an isomorphism of H∗,∗-modules

b∗,∗(Spec(k),Z/l) ∼= H∗,∗(Spec(k),Z/l)[a, b]/∼
where |a| = (1, 1), |b| = (2, 1), and

∼ is given by the relation

{
a2 = 0, if l 6= 2

a2 = τb+ ρa, if l = 2.

This can be extended to give a computation of motivic Borel cohomology of
spaces with a trivial G-action. For convenience we also state the case of a free
G-action in the following lemma.

Lemma 5.4.4. Let X be in GSm/k.

(1) If X has a free G-action and the quotient scheme X/G exists, then the
morphism

(EGgm ×X)/G→ X/G

to the represented simplicial presheaf is an A1-local weak equivalence.
(2) If X has a trivial G-action, then the morphism

(EGgm ×X)/G→ BGgm ×X

is an A1-local weak equivalence.
Proof.

(1) Since X has a free G-action the projections (Wi × X)/G → X/G are
vector bundles [Voe03, Proof of Lemma 6.3].

(2) In this case the quotients (Wi ×X)/G are isomorphic to Wi/G×X.

�

For the case of a trivial G-action the above lemma gives a description of the
Borel Cohomology of X.

Proposition 5.4.5. Let G be cyclic of order l and let X ∈ GSm/k have a trivial
G-action and k be a field of characteristic zero. There is an isomorphism of
H∗,∗(X,G)-modules

b∗,∗(X,Z/l) ∼= H∗,∗(X,Z/l)[[a, b]]/∼
where |a| = (1, 1), |b| = (2, 1), and

∼ is given by the relation

{
a2 = 0, if l 6= 2

a2 = τb+ ρa, if l = 2.

Proof. This is [Voe03, Theorem 6.10] combined with the lemma directly above.
�
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So far we have noticed the ring structure of Borel cohomology and the action
of the coefficient ring. Another essential ingredient to the stable operations of
Borel cohomology is given by the natural action of the motivic Steenrod algebra.

Definition 5.4.6. The motivic Steenrod algebra A∗,∗ = A∗,∗(k,Z/l) is defined to
be the subalgebra of the algebra of bistable cohomological operations on motivic
cohomology with coefficients in Z/l generated by

• the Bockstein operation β : Hp,q(−,Z/l) → Hp+1,q(−,Z/l) (cf. [Voe03,
Section 8]) and

• the power operations P i : Hp,q(−,Z/l)→ Hp+2i(l−1),q+i(l−1)(−,Z/l), i ≥
0 (cf. [Voe03, Section 9]).

This is essentially Voevodsky’s definition from [Voe03], where he explicitly
postpones the discussion of the following question. Is the motivic Steenrod al-
gebra equal to the algebra of all bistable cohomological operations and does it
coincide with the endomorphisms of the corresponding Eilenberg-MacLane spec-
trum? A positive answer to this question in the case we are anyhow already
restricted to, that is char(k) = 0 and Z/l coefficients, was published relatively
recently in [Voe10].

We will need the following two propositions to deal with the stable operations
of motivic Borel cohomology later.

Proposition 5.4.7. The motivic Steenrod algebra is a free H∗,∗-module. More-
over, the admissible monomials

P I = βe0P s1βe1 . . . P skβek

where I = (e0, s1, e1, . . . sl, ek) with ei ∈ {0, 1}, 0 ≤ si and si ≥ l · si+1 + ei, form
a basis.

Proof. This is a combination of Lemma 11.1 and Corollary 11.5 of [Voe03]. �

Proposition 5.4.8 ([Voe10, Proposition 3.49]). Let k be a field of characteristic
zero. Then the motivic Steenrod algebra A∗,∗(k,Z/l) is the algebra of all bistable
cohomological operations on motivic cohomology with Z/l coefficients. There is
an isomorphism

A∗,∗(k,Z/l) ∼= HZ/l∗,∗HZ/l.

All the statements about algebraic structure and actions on Borel cohomology
have analogs in classical topology. It is a computation of Greenlees [Gre88b,
Theorem 2.7] that this already gives all the stable cohomology operations:

Theorem 5.4.9. The algebra b∗b of stable cohomology operations on mod p Borel
cohomology is given by the twisted tensor product

b∗b ∼= H∗(BG+,Z/p)⊗̃Ap.
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Remark 5.4.10. The above isomorphism is even an algebra isomorphism in-
stead of only one of modules. Therefore the tensor product is decorated as ⊗̃ to
denote a twisted tensor product. The underlying module structure of the twisted
tensor product is that of the usual tensor product, but Greenlees further investi-
gated how coefficients of Borel cohomology and the Steenrod squares and powers
interact multiplicatively by introducing Wu-classes [Gre88b, Lemma 2.2], which
leads to the twist.

A sketch of a proof of 5.4.9. To compute b∗b is the same as to compute b∗c by a
result analogous Proposition 5.3.6. Greenlees proceeds by proving that evaluation
induces a G-equivalence EG+ ∧ F (EG+, X) → EG+ ∧X [Gre88b, Lemma 2.8]
to have b∗b ∼= b∗(HRtriv ∧ EG+). Then applying a Künneth formula there is a
group isomorphism b∗b ∼= b∗ ⊗A∗p. �

Now we are going to compute the stable operations on mod p motivic Borel
cohomology in a way similar to the one just sketched. The goal is to give a proof
of the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4.11. There is an isomorphism

b∗,∗b = H∗,∗(BG+,Zp)⊗Ap
of H∗,∗-modules between the stable cohomology operations of mod p motivic Borel
cohomology and its coefficients tensored with the mod p motivic Steenrod algebra.

To be able to apply a Künneth formula we introduce the extended translation
of Joshua’s work on a Künneth theorem [Jos01] to motivic homotopy theory given
by Dugger and Isaksen [DI05, Section 8].

Definition 5.4.12. The class of linear motivic spectra is the smallest class of
motivic spectra that consists of all the spheres Sp,q, is closed under stable weak
equivalence, and satisfies the following two conditions:

(1) If two of the objects in a homotopy cofiber sequence are linear, then so
is the third.

(2) Let ξ : E → X be a vector bundle in Sm/k. The suspension spectrum
Σ∞Th(ξ) of the Thom space of ξ is linear if and only if Σ∞X+ is linear.

Example 5.4.13. All the projective spaces Pn give linear suspension spectra.
We see immediately that Σ∞P1 ' S2,1 is linear. By induction and use of the
homotopy cofiber sequence

Pn−1 → Pn → S2n,n

[MV99, Cor. 3.2.18] all other projective spaces give linear motivic spectra as well.

We state a version of Dugger and Isaksen’s Künneth theorem [DI05, Theorem
8.12].
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Theorem 5.4.14. Let E,X, Y be motivic spectra, such that E is a motivic ring
spectrum that ’satisfies Thom isomorphism’ and X is a linear motivic spectrum.
Then there is a strongly convergent Künneth spectral sequence(

TorE
∗,∗

p1
(E∗,∗(X), E∗,∗(Y ))

)p2,q
⇒ Ep2−p1,q(X ∧ Y ).

Remark 5.4.15.

(1) That a motivic ring spectrum E satisfies Thom isomorphism means that
for every vector bundle ξ of some rank n over a smooth scheme X, there
is a cohomology class u ∈ E2n,n(Th(ξ)) (a ’Thom class’) such that

Ep,q(X)→ Ep+2n,q+n(Th(ξ)), v 7→ ξ∗(v) ∪ u

is an isomorphism.
(2) As remarked in loc. cit. the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum HZ is known

to satisfy Thom isomorphism [Voe03, Proposition 4.3]. By work of Panin,
Pimenov and Röndigs [PPR08] such an orientation is equivalent to a
morphism MGL → HZ, which implies a Thom isomorphism for HZ/p
by composition with the induced morphism HZ→ HZ/p.

(3) Also remarked in loc. cit. is that the above spectral sequence collapses
to give a Künneth isomorphisms

E∗,∗(X)⊗E∗,∗ E
∗,∗(Y ) ∼= E∗,∗(X ∧ Y )

if the higher Tor’s vanish, e.g. if E∗,∗(X) is a free E∗,∗-module.

Lemma 5.4.16. Let G = Z/l. Then BGgm = colimnWn (as in Definition 5.1.7)

and Wn is isomorphic to E(λ⊗l)× the complement of the zero section of the l-th

power of the canonical line bundle over Pn−1.

Proof. This is essentially [Voe03, Lemma 6.3], respectively taken from the proof
of the Lemma there. �

Corollary 5.4.17. Let G = Z/l. Then Σ∞BGgm+
is a sequential colimit of

linear motivic spectra.

Proof. We show that the spectra Σ∞E(λ⊗l)×+ are linear. By the closedness prop-
erty of linear spectra and the homotopy cofiber sequence

E(λ⊗l)× → E(λ⊗l)→ Th(λ⊗l)

it is equivalent to observe that E(λ⊗l) and Th(λ⊗l) give linear suspension spectra.

Vector bundles are A1-local weak equivalences, so E(λ⊗l) is weakly equivalent

to Pn−1 and hence gives a linear spectrum by Example 5.4.13. The linearity of
Σ∞Pn−1

+ also implies the linearity of the Thom space Th(λ⊗l). �
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Proof of Theorem 5.4.11. Starting with the isomorphism from Proposition 5.3.6
we compute

b∗,∗b ∼= b∗,∗c

∼= [EG+ ∧HZ/p, F (EG+, HZ/p)]G

∼= [EG+ ∧ EG+ ∧HZ/p,HZ/p]G

by Lemma 4.3.9 this is

∼= [EG+ ∧HZ/p,HZ/p]G

which is now the situation of Proposition 4.2.6, so we may continue with

∼= [EG+ ∧HZ/ptr, HZ/ptr]
naive

∼= π0sSet

(
colim
n≥0

Ũn+ ∧ colim
i

trg(X̃i), trg(HZ/pf )

)
since trg(HZ/p) is still stably fibrant, compute trg(Xn)H

∼−→ ΩT (trgXn+1)H for
a stably fibrant X,

∼= π0 lim
n≥0

lim
i

sSet
(

˜Un ×Xi,tr/(Ũn × xi,o), trg(HZ/pf )
)

where the quotients of Un times something G-trivial exist and which is therefore
by Lemma 5.1.11 the same as

∼= π0 lim
n≥0

lim
i

sSet
(
Ũn/G+ ∧ X̃i, HZ/pf

)
∼= [BG+ ∧HZ/p,HZ/p]

having arrived at this point we may switch to a motivic cohomology notation for
convenience

∼= H∗,∗(BG+ ∧HZ/p,Z/p)

where we now may use the corollary above to express BG as a sequential colimit
of linear motivic spectra

∼= H∗,∗(colim
n

(Wn ∧HZ/p),Z/p)

and the corresponding lim1 terms vanish by a Mittag-Leffler argument, because of
Proposition 5.1.8 and the fact of Proposition 5.4.7 that Ap is a free H∗,∗-module,
so that we have

∼= lim
n
H∗,∗(Wn ∧HZ/p,Z/p),
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which by the Künneth theorem 5.4.14 may be written as

∼= lim
n

(
H∗,∗(Wn,Z/p)⊗H∗,∗ Ap

)
.

Again, we use that Ap is a free and hence flat H∗,∗-module by 5.4.7, so tensoring
commutes with inverse limits

∼=
(

lim
n
H∗,∗(Wn,Z/p)

)
⊗H∗,∗ Ap

and finally the lim1-argument (cf. [Voe03, Corollary 6.2]) from above allows us
to compute

∼= H∗,∗(BG+,Z/p)⊗H∗,∗ Ap = b∗,∗ ⊗Ap.

�

6. The Borel Cohomology Adams Spectral Sequence

In this section we construct an Adams spectral sequence based on motivic
Borel cohomology. Adams spectral sequences have proven to be a powerful tool
in stable homotopy theory. They serve the purpose of extracting homotopical
information from homological algebra, sort of inverse to the Hurewicz map

[X,Y ]→ HomE∗,∗E(E∗,∗Y,E∗,∗X), f 7→ f∗.

In non-equivariant motivic homotopy theory the techniques of applying Adams
spectral sequences have been studied from an early point on, cf. [Mor99], and
remained to be of interest since then [DI09, HKO10, HKO11a]. Recall from the
preamble of Subsection 5.4 that we assume a base field of characteristic zero,
which contains a primitive l-th root of unity.

6.1. Construction. The construction of an E-cohomology Adams spectral se-
quences is usually done by finding a ’geometric projective resolution’ of the co-
homology E∗Y of some space Y . We prepare this construction with a technical
lemma, which gives some first restrictions on the space Y .

Lemma 6.1.1. Let (pi, qi)i∈I be a sequence of integers such that for every i there
are only finitely many j ∈ I with pi > pj and qi > qj. Then

(1) the canonical algebraic map⊕
i

c∗,∗(Spi,qic)→
∏
i

c∗,∗(Spi,qic)

is an isomorphism and
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(2) the canonical geometric map

ν :
∨
i

Spi,qic→
∏
i

Spi,qic

is a stable equivalence.
Proof.

(1) We look at the bidegree (p, q) of the domain and codomain of the map
and compute that(∏

i

c∗,∗(Spi,qic)

)(p,q)

=
∏
i

cp,q(Spi,qic)

=
∏
i

cp−pi,q−qic

We have seen in Proposition 5.3.6 that c∗,∗c ∼= b∗,∗b. Hence, from Theo-
rem 5.4.11 it follows that c∗,∗c is bounded below, since both factors of the
graded tensor product, the motivic Steenrod algebra and the coefficients
b∗,∗, are bounded below. The first by Proposition 5.4.7 and the latter
by Proposition 5.4.3. So the condition on the set (pi, qi)i of bidegree
ensures that this product consists only of finitely many non-zero factors
and therefore the canonical morphism from the direct sum to the direct
product is an isomorphism.

(2) To show that the canonical geometric morphism is an equivariant stable
weak equivalence, we use the characterization of Proposition 4.3.11. For
a subgroup e < H ≤ G, the map ΦH(ν) on geometric H-fixed points is
trivial since the action of G on c is free and hence it suffices to show that
ν is a stable weak equivalence when forgetting the group action. Recall
that by Lemma 4.3.9 and Lemma 5.2.2 there is a stable weak equivalence
c→ EG+ ∧HZ/l, which means that non-equivariantly c is equivalent to
the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, via the composition

c
ev−→ EG+ ∧HZ/l EG+→S0

−−−−−−→ HZ/l.

So we obtain a square⊕
i πp−pi,q−qi(c)

∼=
��

Φe(ν)∗ //
∏
i πp−pi,q−qi(c)

∼=
��⊕

i πp−pi,q−qi(HZ/l) //
∏
i πp−pi,q−qi(HZ/l)
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of bigraded stable homotopy groups and by [HKO10, Lemma 6], saying
that HZ/l is of finite type, the lower horizontal morphism is an isomor-
phism and hence also the upper horizontal one. We conclude with [Jar00,
Lemma 3.7] that the π∗,∗-isomorphism Φe(ν) is a stable weak equivalence.

�

Adams resolution and Adams tower. As usual for Adams style spectral sequences
we aim to geometrically realize a free resolution

. . .→ P2 → P1 → P0 → b∗,∗Y

of c∗,∗c-modules. Let Y be a cellularly G-free spectrum such that b∗,∗Y is
bounded below and finite in each degree and by Proposition 5.4.11 the same
is true for b∗,∗b = c∗,∗c. Hence, we may insist on this property for an alge-
braic resolution as P•. Now we inductively produce spectra Qi, such that setting
Pi = b∗,∗Qi gives a resolution as above.

Let Y0 := Y . We construct a map which hits every generator αj of b∗,∗Y0 =

c∗,∗Y0 by mapping the identity element of a shifted copy of c∗,∗c to it. This way,
we obtain a morphism∏

j

c(Spj ,qjc)
∼=−→
⊕
j

c(Spj ,qjc)→ b∗,∗Y0,

where the first map is the isomorphism given by Lemma 6.1.1. This composition
corresponds by the Yoneda lemma to a class in [Y0,∧jS

pj ,qjc], which we can lift
to a map r0 : Y0 → Q0, where Q0 is defined to be a fibrant replacement of the
wedge of suspensions of c. We focus on the indicated part of the fiber sequence
for r0:

. . . // ΩQ0
// Y1

��
Y0

r0 // Q0
// ΣY1

// . . .

Note that Y1 is the homotopy fiber of a map of cellularly G-free spectra and
therefore it is cellularly G-free itself (cf. [DI05, Lemma 2.2]). Furthermore, the
induced long exact sequence in motivic Borel cohomology guarantees that b∗,∗Y1

is also bounded below. Inductively proceeding as above gives a sequence of fiber
sequences in the stable equivariant motivic model category, which we line up as
usual to build an Adams tower of Y :
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(6.1) ...
// ...

//

��

...

ΩQ1
// Y2

r2 //

��

Q2

ΩQ0
// Y1

r1 //

��

Q1

Y0
r0 // Q0.

As we work in a stable model category we can change to an Adams resolution
without losing any information. Define Y i := ΣiYi and Qi := ΣiQi and line up
the (co-) fiber sequences as:

(6.2) Y
r0 // Q0

��@@@@@@@
//_______ Q1

��@@@@@@@
//_______ . . .

Y1

r1

??~~~~~~~
Y2

r2

??~~~~~~~~~

Here the dotted arrows are defined as the composition of the solid ones. It is now
easy to see that the top line gives a free resolution in Borel cohomology.

Before we roll up the resolution to an exact couple, we make sure that a
morphism of spectra induces up to homotopy a morphism of towers.

Lemma 6.1.2. Let f : Y ′ → Y be a given map of equivariant motivic spectra
and let {Q′i, Y

′
i }i be a c-Adams tower of Y ′. Then there exist homotopy classes

ϕi ∈ [Y ′i , Yi] such that the diagram

Y ′

f

��

Y ′1
oo

ϕ1

��

Y ′2
oo

ϕ2

��

. . .oo

Y Y1
oo Y2

oo . . .oo

in the homotopy category commutes.

Proof. Let ϕ0 := f . Suppose we are already given ϕi and all squares left from ϕi
commute. The map ri : Yi → Qi is equivalent to a family of cohomology classes
{xα}α ∈ c

∗,∗Yi. Since the map r′i : Y ′i → Q′i is taken to a surjective map under
c∗,∗ there exists a family {yα}α ∈ c∗,∗Q′i such that (r′i)

∗(yα) = ϕ∗i (xα) for all
α. Define ψi+1 : Q′i → Qi to be the homotopy class corresponding to the family
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{yα}α and define ϕi : Y ′i+1 → Yi+1 to be the class induced by ψi and ϕi on the
homotopy fibers. �

The exact couple and its spectral sequence. The next step in our construction of
the spectral sequence is to recollect the spectra of (6.1) in an exact couple of
tri-graded abelian groups. For this, we apply [Sp,q ∧X,−] for some equivariant
spectrum X and sum up groups in a manner indicated by the following diagram.

(6.3) [Sp,q ∧X,Ys]
i // [Sp,q ∧X,Ys−1]

j

||yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy

[ΩSp,q ∧X,Ys]

[Sp,q ∧X,Qs−1]

k

hhRRRRRRRRRRRRR

That is, we define

D =
⊕
p,q,s

[Sp−s,q ∧X,Ys]

and

E =
⊕
p,q,s

[Sp−s,q ∧X,Qs]

and obtain an exact couple with differentials i : D → D, j : D → E, k : E → D of
respective tri-degrees (−1,−1, 0), (0, 0, 0), and (1, 0, 0). This exact couple gives
an spectral sequence with E1-page defined by E and differential d = j ◦ k with
degree (1, 0, 0), i.e.

d1 : Es,p,q1 → Es+1,p,q
1 .

Theorem 6.1.3. Let X,Y be equivariant motivic spectra, such that Y is cellularly
G-free and b∗,∗Y is bounded below and finite in each degree. There is a tri-graded
spectral sequence with

Es,p,q2 = Ext
s,(p,q)
c∗,∗c (c∗,∗Y, c∗,∗X)

and with target group [X,Y ]G∗ .

Proof. Most of what the theorem states has been constructed and explained
above. Still to show is just the computation of the E2-page. First, we rewrite
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the E1-page as

Es,p,q1
∼= [Sp,q ∧X,Ss,0Qs]
∼= [Sp,q ∧X,Ss,0 ∧

∨
j∈Js

S(pj ,qj)c]

∼= [Sp,q ∧X,
∏
j∈Js

Ss+pj ,qjQs].

Recall from the construction of Qs that the index set Js satisfies the hypothesis
of Lemma 6.1.1, so clearly the shifted set of bidegrees Js + (s, 0) does as well and
we continue with

[Sp,q ∧X,
∏
j∈Js

Ss+pj ,qjc] ∼=
∏
j∈Js

[Sp,q ∧X,Ss+pj ,qjc]

∼=
∏
j∈Js

cs+pj ,qj (Sp,q ∧X)

∼=
∏
j∈Js

Homc∗,∗c

(
c∗,∗(Ss+pj ,qjc), c∗,∗(Sp,q ∧X)

)
∼= Homc∗,∗c

⊕
j∈Js

c∗,∗(Ss+pj ,qjc), c∗,∗(Sp,q ∧X)


(again by Lemma 6.1.1) ∼= Homc∗,∗c

∏
j∈Js

c∗,∗(Ss+pj ,qjc), c∗,∗(Sp,q ∧X)


∼= Homc∗,∗c

c∗,∗( ∨
j∈Js

Ss+pj ,qjc), c∗,∗(Sp,q ∧X)


∼= Homc∗,∗c

(
c∗,∗(Ss,0Qs), c

∗,∗(Sp,q ∧X)
)

= Homp,q
c∗,∗c

(
c∗,∗(Ss,0Qs), c

∗,∗(X)
)

Tracing the differential d1 back to the Adams resolution (6.2) we see that d1

is induced by the composition that gives the differentials ∂ of the projective
resolution of Y after taking motivic Borel cohomology. By naturality in the
above transformations we can thus rewrite the differential as

d1 = ∂∗ : Homp,q
c∗,∗c

(
c∗,∗(Ss,0Qs), c

∗,∗(X)
)
→ Homp,q

c∗,∗c

(
c∗,∗(Ss+1,0Qs+1), c∗,∗(X)

)
.

Since the E2-page is the cohomology of this complex, we obtain exactly

Es,p,q2 = Ext
s,(p,q)
c∗,∗c (c∗,∗Y, c∗,∗X) .

�
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6.2. Convergence Issues. The target [X,Y ]G∗ of the spectral sequence from
Theorem 6.1.3 is filtered as

. . . ⊆ F r[X,Y ]G∗ ⊆ . . . ⊆ F
1[X,Y ]G∗ ⊆ F

0[X,Y ]G∗ = [X,Y ]G∗ ,

where F r[X,Y ]G∗ is the image of the r-th power of the morphism i in the exact
couple used to construct the spectral sequence, i.e.

F r[X,Y ]Gp,q = Image

(
[Sp,qX,Yr]

G (ir)∗−−−→ [Sp,qX,Y ]G
)
.

Lemma 6.2.1. This filtration does not depend on the choice of the c-Adams
tower over Y .

Proof. Assume that {Y ′s
js−→ Y ′s−1, Q

′
s}s>0 is a second c-Adams tower over Y ′0 :=

Y . The identity on Y together with Lemma 6.1.2 gives morphisms

(ϕr)∗ : [Sp,qX,Yr]
G → [Sp,qX,Y ′r ]G (resp. (ψr)∗ : [Sp,qX,Y ′r ]G → [Sp,qX,Yr]

G),

such that (ir)∗ = (jr◦ϕr)∗ (resp. (jr)∗ = (ir◦ψr)∗). Thus, the two corresponding
filtrations mutually contain each other and are therefore equal. �

The first step in our investigation of convergence properties is to check for
conditional convergence [Boa99, Definition 5.10], so for the exact couple (6.3)

with Ds = [X,Ys]
G
∗ we have to investigate the limit

D∞ = lim
s

(. . .→ Ds+1
is−→ Ds → . . .→ D0)

and the derived limit RD∞ = lim1
s{Ds, is}. Under our assumptions on Y and G

by now, there is no reason for these groups to vanish. We will discuss stronger
assumptions on Y and G to change this below, but for the moment we continue
without further restrictions and manipulate the exact couple instead.

To assure the needed vanishing let Z denote the homotopy limit holims Ys,
and for each s ≥ 0 let Ws be defined as the homotopy cofiber

Z
prs−−→ Ys →Ws

and consider the homotopy commutative diagrams

(6.4) Z

��

Z //

��

∗

��
Ys //

cs

��

Ys−1
//

cs−1

��

Qs−1

ϕs−1∼
��

Ws
!s //

♠

Ws−1

hs−1 //

♣

Q′s−1
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where all three columns and the upper two rows are cofiber sequences by defini-
tion, so by the Four Cofibrations Lemma [Doe98, Lemma 1.4] the lower row is a
cofiber sequence as well.

We define a second exact couple

D̃
ĩ // D̃

j̃���������

E

k̃

__???????

where D̃ is the direct sum over all the D̃s,p,q := [Sp−s,qX,Ws]
G and

ĩ is induced by the maps !s,

j̃ is given by (ϕs)
−1
∗ ◦ (hs)∗ and

k̃ is the composition of (ϕs)∗ and the obvious connecting map of long exact
sequence induced by the cofiber sequence Ws →Ws−1 → Qs−1.

Let F := ⊕s,p,q[S
p−sX,Z]G and consider also the long exact sequence induces by

the left column Z → Ys →Ws of the diagram (6.4). Altogether, we may now put
all these objects and morphisms in place to obtain the following so-called Rees
system:

(6.5) D

α

��

i
// D

α

��

j

~~~~~~~~~

F

γ
>>~~~~~~~

E

k

``@@@@@@@

k̃���������
F

γ
``@@@@@@@

D̃

β

__???????
ĩ // D̃

j̃

__??????? β

??�������

The conditions for a diagram of this shape to form a Rees system are α ◦ ĩ =

i ◦α, j̃ ◦α = j, k̃ = α ◦k and that α, β, γ give a long exact sequence. The latter is
the case here, because α, β and γ are induced by the left column cofiber sequence

of (6.4). The identities j̃ ◦ α = j, k̃ = α ◦ k holds because of the homotopy

commutativity of the square ♣ in (6.4) and finally α ◦ ĩ = i ◦ α is encoded in ♠.

Lemma 6.2.2. The motivic Borel cohomology spectral sequence of Theorem 6.1.3
is conditionally convergent to [X,Y/(holims Ys)]

G
∗ .

Proof. The Rees system above tells us by [McC85, Corollary 3.5] that the spec-

tral sequences associated to the exact couples (D,E, i, j, k) and (D̃, E, ĩ, j̃, k̃) are

identical. By Boardman’s Theorem 4.5 in [Boa99] we have D̃∞ = 0 = RD̃∞ and
may conclude the conditional convergence. �
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We finish this subsection with a concluding remark about how the convergence
result can probably be improved for calculational purposes.
Remark 6.2.3.

(1) If c∗,∗Y is finitely generated c∗,∗c-module, then the same is true for a nice
resolution P•. If moreover c∗,∗X is locally finite, then Homc∗,∗c(c

∗,∗Y, c∗,∗X)
is finite and all the ext-groups on the second page are finite as well. There-
fore a Mittag-Leffler argument guarantees a vanishing of the obstruction
group and conditional convergence implies strong convergence then.

(2) In [Gre88b, Section 4] Greenlees is able to show that under the addi-
tional assumptions that G is a p-group and Y is p-local spectrum, the
spectral sequence converges to [X,Y ]G, i.e. holims Ys ' ∗. Among the
key ingredients in the proofs of that section are localization, a homotopy
fixed point spectra sequence and co-Borel homology. The existence of a
conditionally convergent motivic fixed point spectral sequence is claimed
(based on a different equivariant setup) by Isaksen and Shkembi [IS11,
Theorem 3.8].
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